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Opinion

Prime Minister’s relief package
Prime Minister Imran Khan’s economic relief
package has generally been welcomed but it
has also drawn a hail of storms from various
quarters. The relief package is meant for
about 130 million people left with reduced purchasing power after the recent price hikes.
Among other things, discounts of up to thirty
percent will be offered on staple items, such
as oil, flour and pulses, to over half the country’s population.
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The worsening gas crisis
The government plans to provide gas to domestic users only three times a day from December to March. The strategy aims to
minimise gas shortages in the country but it
will further erode the credibility of the government to solve national issues and add to the
resentment of the common people against it.
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Economics

Crushing prices:
No hope in sight
Shahid Hussain
Frequent electricity and fuel price hikes have created the worst inflation in
the country. The Pakistani rupee continues to slide down against the dollar,
which has further compounded the problem. The state of affairs is already
beyond the patience threshold of the common man but international institutions have warned that prices would continue to climb in Pakistan in the
months and years to come.
The government claims its policies are aimed at providing relief to the
common man. Prime Minister Imran Khan daily informs people that he
knows inflation is the biggest problem of the country and he is taking measures to control it. However, all efforts of the government have proved to
be counterproductive. Prices of food and other essentials increase on a
daily basis and the government’s helplessness shows it has completely
failed to provide relief to people. The government claims that people’s purchasing power has increased in its three years and they are better off
today. It amounts to rubbing salt into the wounds of the common people.
As inflation continues to increase, the government has only piled misery
on the common people and they have reached the conclusion that the government has no qualms about overburdening them and leaving them at
the mercy of profiteers and hoarders.
International institutions say inflation in Pakistan is the highest in the
region and the situation will not change in the months and years to come.
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) projected that inflation in Pakistan
would remain the highest in the region in the current year. The World Bank
said that inflation would edge up in FY22 with domestic electricity tariff hike
announced in October 2021, and higher oil and commodity prices before
moderating in FY23. In its latest report, it said that despite inflation slowing
to 8.9pc in FY21 from 10.7pc in FY20, headline consumer price inflation
remained elevated, mostly because of high food inflation, which is likely
to disproportionately impact on poorer households that spend a larger
share of their income on food than on non-food items.
The report says Pakistani rupee reached a more than two-year high of
152.2 against the US dollar on May 7, 2021, it has subsequently been depreciating, losing more than 10pc of its value against the greenback in just
under five months, to a record low of PKR171.1 on October 14, 2021. The
relatively sharp decline in the rupee can be attributed to a few significant
global, regional, and Pakistan-specific developments that have occurred
in recent months.
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) has warned that inflation will remain high in Pakistan for the next six months and the rupee is likely to continue on a depreciatory path despite a support package from Saudi Arabia.
"Strengthening inflationary headwinds are being driven largely by rapid import growth, exacerbated by a surge in global commodity prices, as the
economy recovers from the disruption caused by the COVID-19 pandemic," it said, adding, “We continue to expect that upward pressure on
consumer prices will persist during the first half of 2022, as the global economic recovery is likely to keep commodity prices elevated and the rupee
will continue on a depreciatory path despite short-term relief in the form of
a financial assistance package from Saudi Arabia due to Pakistan's persistently wide trade deficit and strong inflationary pressures."
The EIU predicted that the State Bank of Pakistan will raise rates again
at its next monetary policy meeting on November 26. "We maintain our
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forecast of an elevated inflation rate of 9.2 per cent in 2021, eliciting further
policy tightening from the SBP," it said.
The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has also raised its inflation outlook, urging policymakers to stand ready to take swift action if the recovery
strengthens more quickly than expected or inflation risks become pronounced. It warns that the negative impact of inflation could grow further,
if the pandemic-related supply-chain disruptions turn out to be more damaging and long-lasting. As a result, the IMF warned that "although central
banks can generally look through transitory inflation pressures and avoid
tightening until there is more clarity on underlying price dynamics, they
should be prepared to act quickly if the recovery strengthens faster than
expected or risks of rising inflation expectations become tangible."
It says prices from food to medicine to vehicles have risen world-wide,
threatening the global recovery. It expects consumer-price inflation in advanced economies to reach 2.8pc in 2021 and 2.3 per cent in 2022, up
from 2.4pc and 2.1pc, respectively, in its July report. Inflationary pressure
is even more pronounced in emerging and developing economies, with
consumer prices rising 5.5pc this year and 4.9 per cent next year.
The Sensitive Price Indicator (SPI) for the week ended November 11,
2021, recorded a significant increase of 1.81 percent due to an increase
in the prices of tomatoes (18.70pc), diesel (6.04pc), petrol (5.78pc), cooking oil (4.27pc), vegetable ghee (3.37pc), banana (3.04pc), bread (2.84pc),
electricity for Q1 (2.74pc), and eggs (1.82pc), says the Pakistan Bureau
of Statistics (PBS). During the week, out of 51 items, prices of 30 (58.82pc)
items increased, six (11.76pc) items decreased, and 15 (29.42pc) items
remained stable.
There are some indicators that the economy is heading in a positive
direction, but the common people have suffered badly. The government
does not hesitate from overburdening the people with frequent price hikes.
People are worse off in the PTI government. They have been forced to
miss the past Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) government despite its alleged corruption and ills. Prices and unemployment have
reached their highest level in Pakistan. Inflation in Pakistan could be
10.2pc on an annualised basis, which by 2025 is expected to remain
around 8.6pc and the unemployment rate, which till this fiscal year was
4.5pc, may further jump to 5.1pc. The government aims to introduce more
reforms in the next few months. It means there is no prospect of relief for
the people anytime soon and they will continue to suffer.
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Opinion

Prime Minister’s
relief package
Nasim Ahmed

Prime Minister Imran Khan’s economic relief package has generally been welcomed but it has also
drawn a hail of storms from various quarters. The
relief package is meant for about 130 million people left with reduced purchasing power after the
recent price hikes. Among other things, discounts
of up to thirty percent will be offered on staple
items, such as oil, flour and pulses, to over half the
country’s population.
The hefty Rs120 billion subsidy is one of the
biggest in Pakistan’s history. As the Prime Minister
explained, the package is well targeted as it would
be executed on the Ehsaas module, ensuring that
the subsidy reaches genuine, deserving sections
of society. It may be added here that Ehsaas has
developed a digitally enabled mobile point of sale
system with the National Bank of Pakistan to serve
beneficiaries through a network of grocery stores
and the use of a digital platform will help track utilisation of the subsidy.
Objectively analysed, the relief package is a
welcome initiative by the government faced with
the dual challenge of soaring oil prices and a depreciating rupee. It will enable those in the low income brackets to purchase essential items, such
as flour, ghee and pulses at 30 per cent lower rates for the next six months.
The PM often talks of building a welfare state. It is in this context that
he acknowledged in his speech that 20 million families are in need of state
patronage to sail through the present difficult times. The Ehsaas cash support programme is a success story under which Rs260 billion are distributed annually among 12 million families. Another laudable initiative is the
Kamyab Pakistan programme with a funding of Rs1,400 billion for various
self-employment schemes with interest-free loans to four million families.
All these efforts are designed to cushion the poorest of the poor from the
adverse effect of the ongoing economic crunch.
However, the Opposition parties have rejected the relief package, saying that it is a political stunt and not adequate to meet the needs of the
people groaning under the burden of crushing price increases. Another
point of criticism is that it is neither sustainable nor a complete answer to
the consistently decreasing value of money. According to economists, subsidies only sink the government’s money without any measurable positive
impact. According to them, a better strategy would be to invest in projects
that promise some sort of economic returns.
The Prime Minister's argument that prices are cheapest in Pakistan
has drawn the ire of members of the public, who have pointed out that incomes here are much lower than in regional countries. The hard truth is
that the general public is faced with the double dilemma of rising inflation
and unemployment, the two indicators that directly impact their daily lives.
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However, we must remember that certain factors are beyond the control
of the government. The entire world has been facing unprecedented levels
of inflation ever since the pandemic hit and supply lines got choked. Various governments have adopted different approaches to deal with the problem. Some have been printing more money to help increase the cash flow.
But this has resulted in further accentuating the inflationary pressures.
The government has offered many subsidies and packages since the
pandemic began. But we must recognise that it alone cannot deal with the
situation unless the public as well as private businesses also extend a
helping hand. As a nation, we are not attuned to changing our wasteful
habits in times of economic crisis. We waste billions on importing tea and
other luxury items which we can do without. The concept of consumer resistance is unknown to us. However high the price, we are not ready to
cut our use of inessential items, like sugar, which is otherwise known as
white poison.
The private businesses can also play their role in easing the pain of inflation by offering better salaries to their employees. To this end, legislation
can be made to raise the minimum wages as well as dearness allowances
and make it mandatory for employers to offer health insurance to their
workers. Such policy decisions to protect workers’ rights and enhance the
well-being of the general public are the need of the hour. The government
must move quickly on this front to help improve the general standard of
living of the people.
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Environment

The climate challenge
Nasim Ahmed

Climate change caused by
global warming is undoubtedly the biggest ever
challenge faced by inhabitants of the earth and if it
continues at its current
pace, it could spell disaster for all of humanity.
UN Secretary General
Antonio Guterres was
right on the money when
addressing the COP26
Conference on climate
change in Glasgow, he
said, “The addiction to fossil fuels which threatens to
push humanity and the
planet to the brink through
unsustainable
global
warming is tantamount to
digging our own graves.”
The concern shown by
the UN Secretary General
on the issue of global warming, which is instrumental to climate change,
can be better understood in the backdrop of the reality that in spite of two
international protocols, known as the Kyoto Protocol and Paris Agreement,
the required cooperation and fulfilment of commitments made by the industrial nations to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases, has not come
forth. Some of the bigger nations did not ratify the protocols and pulled out
of them followed by some others who only partially stood true to their undertakings. According to authentic reports compiled in this regard, ten nations are responsible for 80 percent of greenhouse gas emissions while
15 percent is contributed by all other nations.
No wonder then that COP26 aims at bringing countries together to
agree on a comprehensive, ambitious and balanced outcome that takes
forward coordinated climate action and resolves key issues related to the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC),
the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement. The Paris agreement set the
goal—limiting global warming to 1.5 degrees.
COP26 started on a promising note with global leaders recognising the
gravity of the situation and expressing resolve and optimism to collectively
fulfil their responsibility to save the world from impending disaster.
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson stated, “We need to make this
COP26 the moment we get real about climate change. We can get real.
COP26 will not, and cannot be, the end of the story of climate change. The
work will not end, even if the conference finishes with the needed commitments. We might not feel like James Bond, or look like James Bond, but
COP26 must be the start of defusing that bomb. Yes, it is going to be hard,
but yes, we can do it”.
It is pertinent to mention that US President Biden immediately after his
inauguration had announced rejoining the Paris Agreement from which his
predecessor had pulled out. He also convened a leaders’ summit on climate
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change to deliberate the issue and set the agenda for COP26. Rejoining the
Paris Agreement by the US and the commitments made by President Biden
are good signs for building global solidarity on the issue of climate change.
The atmosphere emanating from the COP Conference so far is quite
encouraging. Many countries have joined the US and European Union in
making the pledge to cut the emission of methane—a potent greenhouse
gas—by at least 30 percent this decade, in a major commitment for climate
action. The experts are of the view that this could have a deep short-term
impact on global warming. This commitment came on the heels of 100 nations agreeing to end deforestation by 2030. The conference also echoed
the fulfilment of the pledge made earlier by wealthy countries to provide
$100 billion every year to poor countries who are not responsible for most
of the emissions but experience the worst effects of global warming. The
British Prime Minister conceded, “We owe a special duty to those developing countries and that is why the $100b commitment to support them is
so important. But other countries are going to have to do more. The key
pledge of $100b in climate funding to poorer and more vulnerable nations
would still miss its original deadline, but it will be there for 2023. Further
action from countries around the world is needed”.
It is hoped that the conference will provide credible and implementable
outcomes to tackle the challenge of global warming and the pledges and
commitments made, unlike in previous agreements, are fulfilled with unremitting sincerity and commitment. While the industrial nations are under
greater obligation to contribute their best in this regard, the developing and
affected countries also need to play their role in this collective effort. The
best course for them is to prevent deforestation and planting more and
more trees to mitigate the impact of climate change, like the Pakistani initiative to plant 10 billion trees, which has been acknowledged and praised
the world over.
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PTI’s failures
Muhammad Hassan

The Pakistan Tehreek-i-Insaf (PTI) government claims to have
put the country on the right track in its three years in power and
hopes people would soon start getting relief from rising prices.
However, the opposition sees worsening of all economic and
social indicators and warns the remaining term of the government would be even tougher.
According to the government, it has stabilised the economy
after inheriting the worst internal and external crises and managed the biggest global COVID-19 threat by successfully balancing lives and livelihoods in the country. It is a fact that
despite internal and external challenges, economic indicators
suggest that the country is moving forward now. Pakistan’s
economic performance has been appreciated by international
organisations, including the World Bank, International Monetary Fund (IMF), Asian Development Bank, Moody’s and Fitch.
Pakistan’s current account deficit decreased to a 10-year
low in FY2020-21. According to the State Bank of Pakistan,
higher exports and remittances offset hefty import payments.
The deficit reduced by 58pc to $1.9 billion in July-June FY2021, from $4.4
billion a year ago. The current account gap represented 0.6pc of gross domestic product in FY2021, the smallest share since FY2012. The SBP’s
figures show exports of goods had risen to $25.630 billion in FY2021, from
$22.536 billion a year ago. But at the same time, imports also increased
to $53.785 billion from $43.645 billion. Remittances from Pakistani workers
abroad jumped 27pc to $29.4 billion. "Pakistan’s external position is at its
strongest in many years. The SBP’s foreign exchange reserves rose by
$5.2 billion in FY2021 to over $17 billion, a 4.5 year high," it added.
Several benefits were offered to the business community while no new
taxes were imposed in the current year budget despite the fact that the
government needed extra funds to tackle the pandemic and challenges
created by it. Huge incentives were offered to enhance exports and encourage investments. The government also took drastic measures to curtail its expenditure by reducing the budgets of the President’s House and
Prime Minister’s House.
Pakistan is also among few countries which tackled the coronavirus
pandemic successfully – a strategy appreciated by global leaders, including philanthropist Bill Gates. A relief package of Rs1,240 billion was announced, including cash transfer, to support vulnerable communities. The
timely decisions by the government helped mitigate huge losses. The government’s policies on electric vehicles and mobile manufacturing are two
significant steps, which will generate jobs and boost the economy. To mitigate the suffering of the vulnerable segments of society during the pandemic, the government launched the Ehsaas programme, the country’s
biggest ever social safety net, under which Rs145 billion were distributed
among 12 million daily wagers. The programme has been enhanced to
reach 16 million people. Pakistan also played a pivotal role in intra-Afghan
dialogue. Pakistan’s relationship with China is evolving into a strong economic partnership as the second phase of the China Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) has started. On the diplomatic front, a dramatic shift can
be seen from isolation to effective representation after the PTI government
took over in August 2018. Despite India’s attempt to isolate Pakistan at regional and international forums, Prime Minister Imran Khan raised the
Kashmir dispute at the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) and
other platforms.
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On the other hand, the main opposition parties claim the PTI government has damaged the country beyond repair. They are trying to create
instability and unrest in the country through rallies and rumours. When the
opposition failed to put pressure on the government through agitation and
its alliance broke up, it started creating rumours and arranged talk shows
that Prime Minister Imran Khan could announce general elections anytime.
It is a fact that the government is under no pressure from any quarter to
hold snap polls and the rumours only aim to create political instability in
the country. Even if elections are held, the opposition is not in a position
to win, as the Pakistan Peoples’ Party (PPP) cannot bag many seats from
other provinces, except Sindh, while the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz
(PML-N) faces serious rifts and it will be difficult for it trounce the PTI in its
stronghold, Punjab. Analysts predict the PTI will form the next government
in the Centre, Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, while the PPP would retain Sindh.
It is a fact that the three years of the PTI government have been the
hardest for the people of the country. Prices of food, especially wheat flour,
sugar and cooking oil, have gone beyond the reach of the common man.
The government is increasing the prices of petroleum products almost
every fortnight. Power and gas tariffs have also been revised upward. The
rupee depreciated by over 40pc against the dollar, which increased the
prices of everything. The dollar has started rising again after the rupee
made some gains in recent weeks. The dollar rose by almost Rs10 in a
few weeks, which will further increase prices.
Undoubtedly, the three years have been a difficult period for the people.
The government believes it has performed best in difficult circumstances
while the opposition claims the PTI rule has been a total disaster for the
country and it failed on all fronts. It is a fact that the government’s performance has been below par so far. It failed to stabilise prices and provide
jobs to people. According to the government’s own estimate, at least 10
million more people are expected to slip below the poverty line as a consequence of the pandemic.
It is a fact that people are not happy with the government, though economic indicators have improved. However, the opposition parties cannot
blame the PTI for the poor state of affairs, because they are responsible
for it. They have remained in power for decades but failed to address Pakistan’s chronic problems.
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Child labour

Mortgaged future
Muhammad Ali

One in seven children has to work to support their
families in Gilgit-Baltistan. The situation may not
be different in other parts of the country. It is feared
that a large number of children might have been
forced to leave school and work after the onset of
the COVID-19 pandemic. It not only portrays a
bleak future for the children but also serious repercussions for the country.
According to a recent survey, the number of
child workers in Gilgit-Baltistan is over 50,000. This
rate of child workers must have been the worst in
Pakistan or even the world, as the total population
of the area is just 1.249 million. It needs urgent action from the Central and regional governments to
find out reasons behind the issue and address
them. According to the “Gilgit-Baltistan Child
Labour Survey 2018-19,” conducted in collaboration with UNICEF, many children work in hazardous
conditions and are almost twice as likely to report
mental health problems. The survey, the first in the country since 1996 and
the largest in GB, with a representative sample of 7,032 households from
all the 10 districts, represented nearly 400,000 children between the ages
of five and 17, living across urban and rural areas of the region. Children
from poorer households are more likely to be in child labour compared to
children from richer households by various measures. Average household
income is higher for children, who are not in child labour.
The survey also highlights that almost 30 per cent of children aged five
to 17 in GB do not attend school. Amongst those who attend school, there
is gender disparity with 88 per cent boys and 77 per cent girls. Child labour
prevalence is lower among children living in a household where the household head has migrated, compared to the children living in a household
where the household head never migrated. It reported that 0.2 per cent of
girls aged 10 to 13 and 7.4 per cent of girls aged 14 to 17 have married.
Less than one in three children has a birth certificate, with the percentage
being 1.3 points higher for boys than girls and higher for children in older
age groups, with a difference of 14.8 percentage points between children
aged five to nine and children aged 14 to 17.
More than a quarter of all households have at least one child in labour.
The child labour rate decreases with the wealth of the household. Almost
40 per cent of households in the poorest wealth quintile have a working
child. The percentage of households with at least one working child is three
times as high in rural areas compared to urban areas where the child
labour rate is 10 per cent. The children involved in labour live on average
in households with slightly fewer members compared to children not in
labour. Children in labour are less likely to live with both parents, and more
likely to have lost at least one parent.
The households where the highest education completed by the household head is any grade of primary school are the most likely to have at
least one child in labour and the percentage of households with at least
one child in labour decreases with the level of education of the household
head and is about 10 percentage points lower for households where the
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household head obtained higher education compared to the average of
26.7 per cent.
Over 14.8 percent of students are neither in school nor working. These
children are particularly vulnerable to becoming engaged in child labour.
The survey suggests that it is important to understand why these children
do not attend school, especially as schools in the public sector are providing free education in GB. The survey recommends that since child labour
is a complex issue, it is imperative to devise a coordinated policy response,
focusing education, social protection, labour markets and legal standards
and regulations.
According to the UN, some 160 million boys and girls worldwide, almost
one in 10, are forced into work. The majority, 112 million, or around 70 per
cent, work in crop production, livestock, forestry, fisheries and aquaculture.
Child labour is a serious violation of human rights. It deprives boys and
girls of their childhood, their potential and dignity, while also being harmful
to their physical and mental development. Although not all work carried
out by children is considered child labour, much of it is not age-appropriate
and many vulnerable families, especially in rural areas, have no choice.
Contributing factors include low family incomes, few livelihood alternatives,
limited access to education, inadequate labour-saving technologies, and
traditional attitudes surrounding children’s participation in agriculture. The
COVID-19 pandemic has added to these issues, the UN noted.
South Asia has more than 16.7 million children eking out a living. On
the subcontinent of 1.82 billion people, the agriculture sector hosts the
largest number of child labourers. India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and Nepal
have child worker populations of 5.8 million, 5 million, 3.4 million and 2
million respectively, a survey by the International Labour Organization
(ILO) found in 2020.
The number of child workers was 3.4 million in Pakistan in 2020. The
number must have risen after the onset of the pandemic. Some of the solutions involve providing income support for vulnerable families, better
healthcare and education, and expanding social and child protection.
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Imran Khan besieged?
Muhammad Zain

The opposition has once again joined hands against Prime Minister Imran
Khan and it has decided to give a tough time to the government in and outside the parliament. The opposition has already announced a fresh schedule
of rallies in major cities. It recently embarrassed the government by foiling
its attempt to pass two bills in the National Assembly.
The opposition has also completed its homework to bring a no-trust motion against Prime Minister Imran Khan, Senate Chairman Sadiq Sanjrani
and Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar. The ruling party also faces serious rifts over key issues. The opposition believes it is the right time to strike
as Prime Minister Imran Khan has lost the trust of the powers that be over
the appointment of the ISI chief. His popularity has also plunged after his
complete failure to control skyrocketing prices. Seeing Prime Minister Imran
Khan in trouble, the coalition partners of the government, Muttahida Qaumi
Movement (MQM )and Pakistan Muslim League (PML-Q), have also expressed their “concern” over the “poor performance” of the government and
its failure to fulfill promises.
In a recent meeting, the PML-Q openly criticised the Punjab government
and said that the party was not being consulted before making key decisions.
It expressed reservations against Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar about
development funds for the constituencies in which PML-Q candidates had
won in the last election. It complained that CM Buzdar was interfering in their
constituencies ahead of upcoming local elections. Most leaders of the party,
according to media reports, asked their leader, Pervaiz Elahi, to quit the Punjab government. Meanwhile, MQM deputy convener Amir Khan has said it is
now becoming a burden for his party to remain an ally of the PTI government.
He said his party was seriously concerned about unprecedented inflation in
the country and government policies. He said the MQM was part of the coalition at the Centre out of compulsions. “We have certain problems and that’s
why we are in the government,” he said. The situation has added to the nuisance value of the coalition partners of the government, which has a razorthin majority in the parliament. The odds are heavily stacked against Prime
Minister Imran Khan.
On the other hand, the opposition has formed a united front in and outside
the parliament. The PPP has quit the PDM, but its chairman, Bilawal BhuttoZardari, has expressed its willingness to work with the opposition. He met
Pakistan Democratic Movement (PDM) chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman at his
residence, for the first time after leaving the opposition alliance. It has sent a
message to the government circles that the opposition means business.
There are also signals that the PPP might rejoin the opposition alliance.
It is a fact that Prime Minister Imran Khan has a razor-thin majority in the
parliament and he has failed to reform the system which was his election
manifesto. He is also facing rising demands of his coalition partners. He himself will not be happy with his government’s performance because it has failed
to provide relief to the common people. The opposition has stalled his every
effort to reform the system. He would have called early elections long ago to
end the impasse if the situation had been favourable for him.
However, Prime Minister Imran Khan appears to be more confident of
completing his five-year term as the opposition alliance has broken up after
threatening his government with huge public gatherings last year. It is still
not the right time to call early polls. He will have to test the popularity of his
government in local polls in Punjab. It will also enable him to assess the
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vote bank of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N), the only stumbling block in his way to win the next general elections. He has recently
given the go-ahead to Punjab Chief Minister Usman Buzdar to weigh options for early local polls.
It is clear that the prime minister will not announce fresh elections until
holding local polls in Punjab. Local polls in Punjab are not possible this year
because of the pandemic situation. The government also needs time to
change laws and curtail inflation. If the PTI wins in major cities, Prime Minister Imran Khan will have no hesitation in announcing fresh general elections by the end of the next year. The government is already working on a
strategy to win the next general elections. It includes giving voting and contesting rights to overseas Pakistanis and holding polls under Electronic Voting Machines, which the opposition parties oppose. The ruling party in the
Centre, Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has announced mega development funds in budgets to attract voters. The federal government announced
a Rs900 billion Federal Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP)
for 2021-22, which is 38pc higher than the last year’s programme of Rs650
billion. In its third budget, the ruling party significantly increased subsidies
and incentives for big business, manufacturing, corporate market and agriculture sectors. The Punjab government also rolled out a Rs2,232.7 billion
fiscally expansionary, growth budget for the current financial year that doles
out massive funds for PTI legislators for development projects in their constituencies under the district development package, proposes launching of
a universal health insurance scheme and implementation of infrastructure
projects across the province. The Khyber Pakhtunkhwa government unveiled a Rs1.118 trillion budget for the fiscal year 2021-22, with a record
development outlay of Rs371 billion.
Undoubtedly, the threat of the opposition alliance has subsided and the
ruling party is certain to complete its five-year term. The PTI is strong in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and may form a government in the province for the record
third time, but it will have to work really hard to defeat the PML-N in Punjab
in the next election. The ruling party’s spirit is still high. However, if elections
are held now, it will face a big defeat because people are annoyed at it over
high prices and bad governance. However, the ruling party still has enough
time to improve its performance and win the general election in 2023.
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The worsening gas crisis
Shahid Hussain

The government plans to provide gas to domestic users only three times a day from December
to March. The strategy aims to minimise gas
shortages in the country but it will further erode
the credibility of the government to solve national issues and add to the resentment of the
common people against it.
People are shocked to learn that gas would
be provided to them for only cooking during the
winter. Prime Minister Imran Khan and his ministers have also warned of a serious gas crisis
in the country. The warnings mean the ground
reality will be even starker and gas would not be
available for cooking and people would have to
arrange for firewood or look for other options, if
the experience after recent wheat, flour and
sugar crises is any guide.
Experts say Pakistan’s gas reserves are depleting by almost 10pc annually and they will
stop production in less than 20 years. Past governments failed to address
the issue and only took temporary measures to bridge the gap between
supply and demand. Though the crisis is not the sole responsibility of the
present government, yet it will hit it badly and raise questions about its
ability to tackle crisis. It will not only hurt the common people but also malign the image of the government, which is still reeling from the fallout of
high food prices and wheat, flour and sugar shortages.
As the gas crisis is feared to worsen in the coming months, the textile
sector, which is the biggest employer and foreign exchange earner of the
country, will be negatively impacted. It may leave thousands of people jobless and deprive the country of precious foreign exchange earnings. It is
feared that Sindh might face higher gas shortages than the Punjab in the
winter. The gas shortage in the Sui Southern Gas Company Limited
(SSGCL) network, which serves Sindh and Balochistan, was projected to
touch 400 million cubic feet per day (mmcfd). Estimates say the gap between supply and demand is expected to be around 350mmcfd in the Sui
Northern Gas Pipelines Limited (SNGPL) network, which serves Punjab
and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa.
Gas consumption increases manifold by the domestic sector on account of use of room and water heaters. Addressing a seminar on the gas
supply in Pakistan, Prime Minister Imran Khan warned that Pakistan’s indigenous gas reserves were depleting fast and the country was importing
it to plug the shortfall. The Premier said that the country was heading towards a serious gas crisis. “I am alarmed because there will be a problem
this winter but an even bigger problem the next winter,” he feared.
Pakistan is importing gas to plug the widening gap, but it has to pay a
high price for it, as it is far costlier than the indigenous product and the
government has to provide it at subsidized rates to domestic and commercial consumers. It puts huge pressure on its foreign exchange reserves,
which remain at the bare minimum level. There is a big difference in the
price of domestic and imported gas. Until last year, imported gas cost Rs17
a unit and it was sold at Rs14 per unit, which created a gap of Rs3 a unit,
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which led to a serious crisis. Prices of gas have skyrocketed in the world
now and the government will have to face even heavier losses this year.
Dependence on imports also increases the circular debt of the energy sector. According to the government, circular debt in the gas sector has already jumped to Rs532 billion.
Pakistan has relied on indigenous gas for decades, but its reserves have
depleted now after its reckless use. Only 27pc households have access to
piped gas while the remaining use LPG cylinders, which are many times
more expensive than piped gas. Pakistan has reached a point where it really
needs to think about it seriously, especially when the winter has started and
there is usually a shortage of the gas supply. All provinces and stakeholders
need to debate on the issue keeping a close eye on the development of the
country. It is also not possible that a province progresses and the country’s
economy fails. The subsidy on gas should also benefit poor people. The
country needs a comprehensive roadmap to come out of the gas crisis.
It is a fact that no long-term planning was made in the past to cope with
the energy crisis. Successive governments failed to exploit the hydro potential of the country to produce cheap electricity, which could be a better
option. However, all blunders and mismanagement of the past governments lie at the doorstep of Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government. He
also failed to take practical steps to clear the mess in over three years and
only warned people of a serious gas crisis.
Gas production in Pakistan is falling fast, which means the crisis will
worsen every year. Peoples’ experience says when Prime Minister Imran
Khan warns of an impending crisis, it is more serious than their imagination. The government has promised to ensure the gas supply to domestic
consumers three times a day for cooking. It means gas will hardly be
available for lunch or dinner. The Prime Minister should have informed
the nation about steps his government has taken to avert the crisis instead of a stark warning. However, he still has time to rectify the situation.
He should start efforts to build a national consensus by bringing all
provinces on board.
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Analysis

Govt-TTP talks
Raza Khan

The government of Pakistan has been holding talks with the largest militant-terrorist organization of the country for the last more than a month
with no agreement achieved so far, but some prospects have emerged
of the “success” of the negotiations as officials have reportedly explained
the process and its outcome.
According to media reports, the government of Pakistan Tehreek-eInsaf (PTI), led by Prime Minister Imran Khan, has reached an understanding with the banned Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) for a
ceasefire on the condition that authorities would set free some militant
commanders that have been in captivity, some for more than a decade,
along with several foot soldiers.
Insofar as peace talks with the banned TTP are concerned, there
have been two opinions about it in the public in Pakistan. The dominant
opinion has been that the state in no way shall hold negotiations with
the terrorist group as it would be tantamount to a surrender of the state.
The situation, according to this stream of opinion, would be extremely
dangerous for Pakistan and the state. The second stream of opinion
about the talks with the TTP has been that there can be no interminable
fighting and, therefore, at some time peace negotiations have to be held
to put an end to a constant source of tension in the country as well as
insecurity thereof.
Both opinions hold water, but it depends on the nature of the militant
group and more specifically, on its demands to hold peace negotiations
with it. In this context, it is important to understand the TTP and its demands. The militant outfit came into existence in 2007, in the aftermath
of the Lal Masjid (Red Mosque) incidence in the heart of Islamabad when
the General Pervez Musharraf regime had carried out a military operation
against the mosque administration and students, who had employed terrorism to intimidate the local population. The Red Mosque administration
and students were demanding the imposition of their brand of Shariah in
Pakistan and instead of launching a political struggle, they had taken up
arms to implement it. When the government successfully quelled the insurgency, it had a backlash in the entire country, particularly in the former
FATA region, from militants who were already present there and had
gained ground due to the United State-North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) forces’ all-out war against the fellow Afghan Taliban in
Afghanistan. As Pakistan was an official ally of the US in the so-called
war on terror, most important global militant groups, like Al-Qaeda, which
had helped Pakistani militant Baitullah Mehsud formed the TTP, asked
the latter to call upon Islamabad to give up its alliance with Washington
as the “infidel” forces were fighting against Islam in Afghanistan and elsewhere or face terrorist attacks. As it was nearly impossible for Pakistan
to come out of the alliance with the US, the TTP started attacking Pakistanis and the security forces in the length and breadth of the country,
particularly in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and specifically the former tribal areas
(FATA). This resulted in a large number of deaths and destruction in the
regions. Around 83,000 Pakistanis were martyred, including around 9,000
security personnel. There has been a lot of blood on the hands of the militants, whereas the doctrine and demands of the TTP have been quite
unclear and also unacceptable. For instance, the TTP does not believe
in the Constitution of Pakistan and still holds this position.
TTP commanders may have stopped refusing to accept the Pakistan
state Constitution but they have never declared to have accepted it. In
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this situation, holding talks with the TTP has raised a number of questions which Prime Minister Imran Khan’s government has not been able
to answer satisfactorily. Holding talks with the TTP and reaching an
agreement would have a huge public cost for the PTI government, as
the talks are being held with a group that does not recognise the state of
Pakistan. Secondly, it has not announced giving up arms and terrorism.
Thirdly, it has a lot of blood of Pakistanis on its hands. How could the
government justify an agreement with an outfit which has killed its citizens and martyred thousands of its security personnel? Would it be a
betrayal with the blood of all these Pakistanis?
The peace talks with the TTP in the present situation also do not
seem broadly logical. Firstly, the TTP has splintered into many groups
and there is no unified command and control structure of the group,
which used to be the case under its founder, Baituallah Mehsud, and
his successor, Hakimullah Mehsud. Secondly, there has been relative
peace and stability in Pakistan since 2017, when the military launched
the last of its grand military offensives, Operation Radd-ul-Fassad,
against the TTP and associated militant groups. After it, the TTP has
been effectively marginalized and largely neutralized and now there is
no point in holding talks with it.
Then, what is the reason that Prime Minister Imran Khan’s administration is holding talks with the TTP? There could possibly be two reasons for it. The first is the renewed terrorist attacks from the TTP in the
last three months or more, specifically after the Afghan Taliban taking
over Kabul on August 15. After taking control of Afghanistan, the Taliban have set free hundreds of militants incarcerated in jails of
Afghanistan in the governments of President Hamid Karzai and President Ashraf Ghani. The prisoners included a large number of TTP militants, who had fled Pakistan when the country’s security forces
launched an operation against them. The Afghan governments of
Karzai and Ghani had held many TTP men captive to be used as pawns
against Pakistan. On their part, the TTP free men in Afghanistan have
been fighting under the command of the Afghan Taliban and have been
supportive of their efforts to defeat the Afghan National Security Forces
across Afghanistan. Thus, the Afghan Taliban owe immensely to TTP
militants for their critical support to defeat the Afghan forces. Pakistan
has always been very close to the Afghan Taliban, but the only bone of
contention between the two sides is the hosting and protection of the
TTP in Afghanistan by the Taliban. The Afghan Taliban, on their part,
have taken the position that they would not allow Afghan soil to be used
against any of its neighbours, most importantly Pakistan. However, they
have also been desirous of peace between Pakistan and the TTP. Unfortunately, the TTP has a lot of blood of Pakistanis on its hands. Therefore, it is very difficult for the government of Pakistan to hold talks with
it and that too on the latter’s term.
Apparently, Pakistan is holding talks with the Pakistani Taliban at the
behest of the Afghan Taliban and that is the problem with the process.
Islamabad should have held talks with the TTP on its terms and timings.
Nevertheless, holding talks with any militant or terrorist group is not a
bad idea at all. But the state and authorities must enter into negotiations
with any militant or terrorist group to make it give up violence and arms
instead of giving them space to regroup and become a threat again to
the state and its citizens.
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Govt-TLP ‘peace’ agreement
Raza Khan

The reaching of an agreement between the government of Pakistan and
the political-turned-militant outfit, Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP), may
have eased tensions for the administration of Prime Minister Imran Khan
but the consequences of the yet to be disclosed truce would be quite
grave for the state and society.
The agreement between the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) government and the TLP had been announced on November 1, however,
the militant group’s negotiating team member, Mufti Muneeb-ur-Rahman, said that specific terms of the pact would be revealed at an appropriate time.
The agreement between the government and the TLP came after
more than two weeks of bloody clashes between members of the group
and the police which left seven police personnel killed and dozens of injured. The TLP has been protesting for the release of their captive head,
Saad Rizvi, and the expulsion of the French ambassador in Pakistan.
The reason for demanding the expulsion of the French ambassador in
Pakistan was support by Paris to the persons involved in producing blasphemous contents in the media about Prophet Muhammad (SAW). As
the government did not pay heed to both demands, the TLP started
protests in mid-October and launched a grand march on federal capital,
Islamabad, from Lahore, the capital of the Punjab province. It is quite
ironic that both sides have not disclosed the terms of the agreement. This
obviously raises eyebrows among national and international observers
and the public at large.
Whatever might be the compulsion of the PTI governments in the
Punjab and in Islamabad to be so benign to the TLP, the reaching of an
agreement between the two sides is really disturbing. The foremost and
fundamental reason is that the TLP has been behaving like a militant organisation, killing police personnel at will. This is the second time that
the group has resorted to terrorism and the government has simply given
up in front of the armed protesters. This has not sent any good signal to
Pakistanis and the world and smacks of the softness of the state of Pakistan, particularly when it come to dealing with militants and terrorists
using the great name of Islam and the Prophet (SAW). While explaining
the truce, TLP negotiators’ head, Mufti Muneeb, in the presence of the
government negotiations team comprising, Foreign Minister Shah
Mehmood Qureshi, National Assembly Speaker Asad Qaiser and Minister for Parliamentary Affairs Ali Muhammad Khan, said: “I want to urge
the entire nation that this is not the victory of any individual, but it is the
victory of Islam, patriotism and protection of human lives.” One is aghast
at the choice of the words of Mufti Muneeb. Whether killing fellow Muslims, who were deployed to protect the lives of citizens of Pakistan and
ensure security and stability in the country, could be termed the victory
of Islam and patriotism? Then who had put the lives of humans in danger? Obviously, the TLP; had it not resorted to violence there would have
been no threat to human lives.
The Tehreek-e-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP or literally the movement “we
are here to serve God”) is the political wing of radical Barelvi sect group,
Tehreek-e-Labbaik Ya Rasul Allah, which was formed a couple of years
back to support Mumtaz Qadri, the killer of former Punjab Governor
Salman Taseer for the latter’s alleged support to a Christian woman, Asia
Bibi, an alleged blasphemer. Qadri was hanged in 2016, as he could not
be rescued legally and physically by the group but it received extensive
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support from Barelvi Muslims for fighting his case. As a strategy to influence the public opinion and legislation and to stage countrywide protests,
specifically in the shape of mass sit-ins, the TLP was formed. It rose to
prominence when in late 2017, it held a weeks-long sit-in in Islamabad
to prevent a change by the then Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PMLN) government in the oath of public representative eliminating words in
the oath, which requires a public representative to have firm faith in the
finality of the prophethood of Muhammad (SAW). The protest by the TLP
had crippled Islamabad for weeks and the PML-N government was
forced to concede the change in oath as a mistake for which the then
Law Minister, Zahid Hamid, as demanded by the TLP, had to resign.
It seems that the PTI government has failed to deal sternly and
firmly with the TLP as promised by PM Imran Khan last year while making an extremely bold address to the nation on October 31, 2020, after
violent protests and threats by the group after the acquittal of Asia Bibi
by the Supreme Court of Pakistan. Later, PM Imran Khan had revealed,
without further explaining, that had his government taken a strong action against the TLP protestors his government could have ended. Obviously, such a doomsday scenario must have been presented to him.
But this is a really dangerous situation for his government but PM Imran
Khan’s inaction against TLP militants and activists would further
strengthen the base of the group and make it a more potentially destabilizing factor for the country.
The rise of the TLP and its adoption of violent and radical modus
operandi is not a big security threat at the moment but if the group continues to exist and the state remains soft on it, it could become a big
threat to the internal stability of Pakistan. There are several reasons
due to which the group could pose a huge threat to the stability of the
Pakistan government and society. Barelvis, who represent the IndianPakistani version of Sufi (traditionally non-violent) Islam, constitute the
largest Muslim sect of Pakistan. They are part of the Sunni sect, one
of the two main sects of Muslims across the world. Although there is
no official sectarian count, different estimates reveal that Barelvis are
around 60 percent of Muslims in Pakistan. Thus, they outnumber Deobandis, another large denomination of the Sunni sect in Pakistan. The
TLP represents the majority of staunch Barelvis and this is evident from
it getting around 2.2 million votes in the July 25, 2018 national elections. Obviously, many common Barelvis voted for the mainstream parties but getting four percent of the popular vote shows that the TLP is
the choicest organisation of practicing and staunch Barelvi Muslims of
Pakistan. An increasing number of Barelvis in Pakistan would join the
TLP ranks because the group has been taking firm stance on the issue
of Namoos-e-Risalat (Respect of Prophet Muhammad (SAW)), which
is the core and dominating belief of adherents of the sect. This trend
would continue both in the case of the state and the government adopting a policy of appeasement towards the TLP or a crackdown on its
rank and file. If the state goes on appeasing the TLP, more Barelvis
would be convinced of the stance of the group and it would increase
its membership and really entrench it. On the other hand, if the government sternly deals with the TLP, it would get more and more sympathisers as the perception would strengthen that the group is getting a
“bad” treatment from the government, by taking cues from the West, on
which it is economically dependent.
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Will the cycle of
suffering ever end?
Husnain Shahid

Pakistan’s growth rate is expected to remain lower than the pre-pandemic level. The government has introduced reforms which have added
to the problems of the common people and new forecasts mean there is
no prospect of relief for them anytime soon and they will continue to suffer in years to come.
Pakistan’s major challenges are stabilisation and protection of the
economy against external risks, rising global prices, current account
deficit, rising debt servicing, and continued losses of public sector enterprise. Low revenue collection is compounding the problem. People
had started losing jobs even before the onset of the pandemic. More
than 18.5 million people were estimated to have lost jobs in Pakistan in
the aftermath of the pandemic, though it only imposed smart lockdowns
instead of a complete shutdown. The loss of a large number of livelihoods points out flaws in the system and deep-rooted structural problems. The pandemic provides an opportunity to the country to overhaul
the system to save people from the fallout of future threats.
According to a credible think tank of Pakistan, job losses from the
pandemic could be more than the government’s estimates and people
of the Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa could be most affected by rising
unemployment. According to the Pakistan Institute of Development Economics (PIDE), the pandemic has shown that we couldn't impose a lockdown like the rest of the world has done because we lack the systems
to do so. The pandemic is not the ultimate problem of Pakistan, it is just
the tip of the iceberg compared to the deep-rooted structural problems
that we are just not ready to face. The unprecedented negative economic growth of the country is attributable to the badly impacted services
sector as well the manufacturing sector. The manufacturing sector shutdown led to a massive shortfall in exports. The informal sector- the daily
labour, small and medium industry and restaurants suffered badly. As
per the projections, poverty has gone up by 20-30pc. The biggest problem of South Asia is not the pandemic but the incapability of developing
our economies for the 21st century, it noted.
The coronavirus has not proved as harmful to Pakistani lives as it
has been in other countries but it has been more devastating for the
economy and livelihoods of the people of the country than the rest of
the world. Calculating losses on the basis of the impact of the restrictions
on business, tax revenue, international trade and the cost of unemployment for three months when the pandemic raged last year, the Ministry
of Planning had estimated that 12.3 million to 18.5 million people in the
country would lose their jobs and the economy could sustain Rs2 trillion
to Rs2.5 trillion losses due to moderate to severe shocks.
In a report, the Asian Development Bank (ADB) feared that between
1.5 million and 2.3 million young Pakistanis had lost jobs during the pandemic. The country’s unemployment rate, which stood at 8.9pc in 2019,
is likely to hover between 17.3 and 21.5pc in the current year. According
to the government’s own estimates, at least 10 million more people have
slipped below the poverty line, raising the number of poor people from
the existing figure of 50m to 60m. The ADB said Pakistan might have
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contained the loss of life and the economy but the damage was still
enough to hurt its people badly.
In a report, the Word Bank said Pakistan’s economic outlook would
remain fragile for at least two years, as the outbreak of the coronavirus
had compounded the country’s miseries. In a report, the World Bank said
domestic economic activity was expected to recover, but Pakistan’s nearterm economic prospects were subdued. Given anaemic growth projections in the near term, poverty is expected to worsen. Vulnerable
households rely heavily on jobs in the services sector, and the projected
weak services growth is likely to be insufficient to reverse the higher
poverty rates precipitated by the pandemic. Economic activity has contracted and poverty is expected to have risen, as monetary and fiscal policy tightening, earlier in the year, was followed by lockdown, it noted. The
World Bank estimates a 33c increase in poverty in India and the situation
is not different in Pakistan. “With government estimates of pandemic job
losses at approximately 14 million, poverty is expected to increase for
the first time in two decades in Pakistan. The pandemic is also expected
to exacerbate Pakistan’s human capital challenges,” it noted.
Prices have risen to a level where even middle-income families are
struggling to survive. Prices of all food items and essentials have skyrocketed. Inflation measured through the sensitive price index (SPI)
edged up by 1.81pc for the week ended on Nov 11, from the previous
week. It reflects the highest increase on a week-on-week basis in the
past three months. The data released by the Pakistan Bureau of Statistics (PBS) shows the Sensitive Price Indicator (SPI) increased by 1.55pc
for the lowest income group earning below Rs17,732 per month, and for
the group earning above Rs44,175, it rose by 1.79pc. It was mainly due
to an increase in prices of essential items. During the week, out of 51
items, prices of 30 items increased, six items decreased and 15 items
remained constant. Inflation jumped to over 9pc in March – the highest
rate in as many months – due to a surge in prices of food and electricity,
particularly in the rural areas of the country. The inflation rate was in line
with the expectations of the Ministry of Finance. The PBS stated that
electricity rates were 31.5pc higher than a year ago and almost all essentials recorded a double-digit rise in prices, including wheat, sugar,
and wheat flour. In March, wheat prices were 35pc higher, followed by a
24pc average increase in prices of sugar, flour 19pc, pulses 20pc, and
vegetable ghee 17pc. The World Bank has projected a 9pc inflation rate
for Pakistan this year, which it said could slow down to 7pc in the next
financial year.
The government claims the economy is poised to take off after three
years of slowdown. It blames the pandemic for the country’s economic
problems. However, fiscal indicators were bad even before the onset of
the pandemic. The economy had slowed down, millions of people lost jobs
and thousands of businesses shut down as a result of economic policies
of the government. Skyrocketing prices compounded the mysteries of the
common people. The government should take serious measures to check
inflation. It is the biggest issue of the people of Pakistan.
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Shielding the poor from
the impact of inflation
Asim Nisar Chaudhry

Inflation is on the rise as evidenced by yearon-year Consumer Price Index (CPI) national headline inflation at 9.2 percent for
October 2021. The Jul-Oct average CPI at
8.74 percent was the same as for the corresponding period last year. But the “singledigits” inflation is no cause for celebration
as all indications remain in an uptrend.
No doubt, a sharp 11 percent year-onyear fall in perishable food prices has brought
down food inflation back to the single digits.
But the month-on-month trend is still rising,
with perishable food prices going up by 6 percent from September 2021. The real problem
is the non-perishable food prices, which have
continued to rise in double digit figures.
All government policies are now focused
on measures to subdue inflationary pressures in the economy. There is no quick fix
or short-term remedy, but it requires patient
and consistent action immediately to produce results in the medium and long-term. It is natural for the government
to seek short-term solutions, but the real remedy lies in adopting long-term
policy decisions.
These include expansion of domestic productive capacity and keeping
it aligned with growth in aggregate demand. Productivity in both farm and
non-farm sectors have to be raised. Secondly, authorities should pay more
attention to resolving supply bottlenecks and encourage efficient import
substitution. For example, Thar coal is much cheaper than imported coal
and its use should be encouraged. Gasification of coal is another possibility
that needs to be explored. Renewable energy projects, such as hydel, wind
and solar resources, ought to be given priority to cut expenditure on expensive fuel imports.
Export growth, particularly in new sectors of the economy, is the need
of the hour. To this end, various constraints faced by the exporters should
be removed. In a world dominated by global value chains, tariffs on imports
of components and intermediate inputs act as a tax on exports. In the last
few years, IT exports have gone up but the scope for further expansion is
quite large. The obsession with tax increase should be replaced by a passion for promoting industrialisation. We need to focus on factors that would
make Pakistani exports competitive in the world markets. The aim should
be to attain a sustainable position where exports of goods and services
can finance up to 80 percent of imports, reducing trade imbalance. There
is also an urgent need to reduce the costs of international trade transactions and increase returns to the exporters.
According to experts, targeted subsidies can go a long way to cushion
the impact of inflation on the poorer sections of society. There is a need to
move away from the present system of across-the-board subsidies on
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wheat, electricity, fertiliser, seeds etc to a system of targeted subsidies.
This would result in savings on public expenditure and enhance the wellbeing of deserving households. The impact of the targeted subsidies in
the farm sector for promoting production of oilseeds, pulses and other commodities would be significant.
Better administrative controls, timely procurement, releases and allocations can also help stabilise the market. Hoarding and black marketing
create shortages which need to be curbed with a heavy hand. Better reserve stock management for wheat and other commodities can be helpful
in dealing with market distortions created by smugglers and hoarders.
Savings and investment play an important role in containing inflationary
pressures. As things stand, we need to double both domestic savings and
investment rates over time. This will not only make for higher growth rates
but also reduce dependence on foreign loans. We will be in a comfortable
position to finance our trade imbalances through non-debt creating external inflows, such as foreign direct investment without resorting to extensive
borrowing. Domestic savings are a mixture of private household, corporate
savings and public-sector savings. Containing the fiscal deficit to a manageable level and restructuring and privatising SOEs are urgently needed
to control the current account deficit and keep inflation at bay.
Inflation is a worldwide problem, which has worsened in the wake of
the sudden spike in the global prices of oil and gas. Fuel prices have gone
through the roof everywhere. Each country has its own set of problems
and priorities and is doing its utmost to control the situation. In Pakistan’s
case, the choice is clear. We must take the necessary measures to shield
the most vulnerable sections through targeted subsidies and keeping the
rates of essential items, like flour and pulses at the lowest level.
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A possible solution to
Pakistan’s energy crisis
Asim Nisar Chaudhry

Affordable energy is the backbone of sustained economic growth. One reason why
Pakistan’s economy has stagnated over
the last few years is the shortage of energy and its availability at a high cost.
As we all know, coal was at the back
of the first industrial revolution. Later, the
discovery of fossil fuel lent a new dimension to industrial growth. But the energy
scenario has undergone a sea change
over the last two hundred years. The
world is now facing a new challenge: to
cut emissions at a swift rate to ensure
that net zero targets are met. Various
countries are trying to attain a clean energy profile.
Developing nations confront a double
dilemma. While growing their economies
and developing their industries, they have to account for their dependence
on fossil fuels and its effects on the planet. This is the predicament of all
developing countries. Like others, Pakistan will have to develop a multilevel energy profile: It must have a generation mix that is indigenous and
should also ensure low-carbon emission.
At present, Pakistan imports a third of its energy resources and ranks
among the lowest (99 out of 110) in energy security, according to the World
Energy Council. The recently published Indicative Generation Capacity
Expansion Plan (IGCEP) 2021-2030 has outlined plans to expand hydro
as well as solar and wind generation so that it accounts for 60% of Pakistan’s energy generation by 2030. The rest of the demand is expected to
be fulfilled by local and imported coal and RLNG among other sources.
However, even if these targets are met, imported coal and RLNG will
still account for around 24% of installed capacity in 2030. Continued dependence on imported fuels is set to remain a burden on the country’s foreign exchange reserves and expose the economy to sudden changes in
fuel prices. In a world that is moving away from coal, it is also an added
blot on Pakistan’s carbon footprint. Emissions intensity in the power sector
currently stands at 353 g-CO2/kWh and will decrease to 200 g-CO2/kWh,
according to IGCEP calculations. However, many developed countries
have set a much lower threshold.
It may be noted here that Pakistan lags behind the rest of the world in
electrification, particularly in the electric vehicles sector, and will eventually
need to close this emissions gap if it wants to approach net zero. To this
end, it will have to turn to renewable energy and gradually scale down
coal-fired generation. The country requires to develop a strategy to rid itself
of dependence on fossil fuels in the years after 2030 and adopt a wellgrounded plan for grid stability and load management.
In the given situation, alternative solutions will have to be explored.
One is the development of geothermal power: Renewable heat energy extracted from deep underneath the Earth’s surface. Geothermal plants have
negligible emissions when compared to coal-fired power plants and also
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have longer lifespans and lower operating costs.
There are many examples to follow. One is that of Iceland, which pioneered geothermal power generation in a bid to become self-sufficient. As
it turned out, the country was blessed with abundant geothermal energy
reserves. Eventually, geothermal generation reached levels so high, and
energy became so cheap, that the Icelandic people were able to bathe in
outdoor heated swimming pools all year round, grow crops and farm fish
never before seen on the island and develop thriving energy intensive industries, such as aluminium production, which now accounts for 40% of
its exports. Since then, developing countries, like Indonesia, the Philippines, Turkey and Kenya, have followed Iceland’s model and built capacities between 0.9 and 2 GW.
No firm estimates are available of exactly how much geothermal power
can be generated in Pakistan. The few estimates that have been floated
are in the range of 10 GW or more – maximum total electricity demand in
Pakistan in 2020 was 25 GW. Studies have cited particularly large reserves
in Gilgit-Baltistan and Balochistan. The use of geothermal energy for heating and cooking would also mean less pressure on the economy to rapidly
electrify these sectors of consumption.
Pakistan is one of the 46 member states of the Global Geothermal Alliance. But geothermal energy does not feature in any recent policy document of the IGCEP, Alternative Energy Development Board (AEDB),
National Transmission & Dispatch Center (NTDC) or Ministry of Energy.
Perhaps the high capital costs of setting up a geothermal power plant is
seen as a deterrent. But it must be remembered that geothermal power
plants are cheap to maintain and offer inexpensive electricity, as they do
not require fuel and are always running.
Homegrown geothermal power has the potential to give the country a
much-needed boost in fulfilling rising energy demands while limiting emissions and adhering to international commitments. Development of geothermal energy will reduce our dependence on imported fuels as well as
make electricity more affordable for the people.
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Education

How to bring absenting
students to classes?
Rasheed Ali

The Sialkot district education officer issued a letter to six government high
schools in the district on Nov 3, 2021, warning them of strict action if they
failed to improve the attendance of students in their respective schools.
The letter was written to head teachers of Government High School Peero
Chak, Government Girls High School Bambanwala, Government High
School Muslim Awami Sambrial, Government High School Islamia Ratta
Jathol, Government Girls High School Bhallowali and Government High
School (GHS) Public Ghartal. The letter cited a report received from the
School Education Department Lahore showing that 69.47% students had
attended GHS Peero Chak on Oct 16, 2021, 63.65% students attended
GGHS Bambanwala, and 60.22% attended GHS Muslim Awami Sambrial
on the same date. The report also pointed out that only 40.48% students
had attended GHS Islamia Ratta Jathol on Oct 18, 2021, 69.79% came to
GGHS Ballowali on Oct 23, 2021, and only 59.04% students attended
GHS Public Ghartal on Oct 25, 2021.
Addressing the head teachers, the letter said: “You have failed to perform your duties efficiently regarding students’ attendance on the dates
mentioned above.” The letter called upon the head teachers to be careful
and vigilant in the performance of their official duties in future otherwise
strict action will be taken against them. Does it sound logical to hold teachers responsible for absenteeism among students? Yes, to some extent.
But assigning them the task of bringing the absenting students to school,
and making it a regular feature of school education seems totally illogical.
The particular task was assigned to teachers during former Chief Minister
Shehbaz Sharif’s government in the province. Also, in November 2018,
the Punjab government had made a new law for the parents of absenting
school students. Under the law, the parents would have to pay a fine of
Rs500 to Rs1,000, if their children remained constantly absent from
school. Along with the fine, they would be jailed for one week.
There are close to 23 million children aged between 5 and 16 that remain out of school across Pakistan and repeated attempts to bring them
to school have failed in the past. However, the law was never implemented, fearing a severe reaction from parents. Two years back, in the
first week of November 2019, the Punjab School Education Department
(SED) announced abolishing the Shehbaz-era system of punishing schoolteachers for poor cleanliness, low attendance of students, less enrolment
and other administrative issues.
During the previous government, teachers were directed to visit the
houses of absentees a number of times to convince their parents to ensure
their children’s presence in school. Punjab Minister for School Education
Murad Raas tweeted: “The School Education Department has decided to
steer away from excessive monitoring and focus on school improvement
and action management through a new School Improvement Framework,
which will emphasise incentives rather than fine.” However, the new framework failed to produce the desired results, and the department had to revert to the old system.
Absenteeism among students increased especially in the wake of the
coronavirus pandemic when educational institutions were closed and they
reopened after a long period. A teacher, who does not want to be named,
told Cutting Edge that absenteeism among students, especially in rural
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areas, was not linked to the pandemic. “It has always been a practice
among students that they remain absent from classes on every wedding,
even of a distant relative. They avail up to six-day leave for every wedding
ceremony, and parents not only approve of it but also insist on it if teachers
contact them for sending their children to school. Most students remain
absent from school on Monday and Saturday, and even their parents do
not attend the phone calls if they are contacted by school,” he laments.
Another teacher, Ishfaq Ali, who teaches in a village school, says teachers are informed by parents that their children will not come to school for
a week as wheat or garlic sowing or harvesting is underway. “During the
cotton-picking season, which is currently underway, parents prefer their
children, especially young girls, to accompany them to the fields instead
of going to school. Teachers have to face warnings, and sometimes punishment, throughout the year due to absenting students,” he gripes.
Bashir Ahmad Sajid, who has long served as a member of the chief
minister’s monitoring team for school education, believes assigning teachers the task of bringing absent students to classes is proving counterproductive. He tells Cutting Edge he has firsthand experience of the
consequences of such an assignment. “Class teachers spend the first two
periods locating the absent students, especially in rural area schools. After
taking attendance, and finding out who's absent, class in-charges mostly
send their students to the homes of the absent students to bring them to
school. These students mostly return at the end of the first period or in the
middle of the second period. In this way, the most precious time of the
teachers and students, when they are with fresh minds in school, is wasted
in making efforts to bring the absent students to classes. In most cases,
those going after the absent students return empty-handed with the information that the absent students have gone for crop sowing or harvesting,
or attending some family function in another village,” he laments.
Mr. Sajid believes teachers should be relinquished of any such assignment, and given a free hand to only impart education to their students,
who are present in their classes. He suggests that parent-teacher councils
should be improved and parents should be given a greater role in ensuring
students’ presence in classes. “Meetings of the councils should be held
regularly, at least once a week, and the council members should be empowered to hold accountable the parents of absent students,” he proposes
and believes it can produce better results than the current arrangements.
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Viewpoint

Surrendering to extremists
Faheem Amir

Every state is established to protect its existence and
people by establishing peace, economic prosperity and
the rule of law. Every state has supreme authority over
its groups, factions, sections and parties of society. No
state can allow a group to challenge its power and sovereignty through protests, violence and armed power.
Unfortunately, two incidents, removing the Tehreek-iLabbaik (TLP)’s name from the list of proscribed organisations and talking to the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan
(TTP), clearly show that the government has not dealt
with extremist groups properly. On November 7, the interior ministry issued a notification to announce the revocation of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pakistan's (TLP)
proscribed status. The interior ministry's notification
said: "The Punjab cabinet has considered the request
of the organisation (TLP) and in view of the assurance
and commitment by the organisation, it is of the opinion
that the outfit shall abide by the Constitution and law of
the country, and therefore, keeping in view the larger national interest and
long-term perspective to ensure that such incidents do not recur in future,
the government of Punjab has proposed to the federal government to consider revoking the proscription of the TLP. Therefore, the federal government is pleased to remove the name of the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pakistan
from the First Schedule of the Anti-Terrorism Act as a proscribed organisation."
Prime Minister Imran Khan approved the submission of the ministry’s summary to his cabinet on November 6. So far, several leaders of the TLP
have been granted post-arrest bail by an anti-terrorism court. In April, the
PTI government had declared the TLP a proscribed outfit under the antiterror law after countrywide violence by the group. Imran Khan’s PTI government has again taken a U-turn from its decision by removing the TLP’s
name from the list of proscribed organisations.
The government has not made public the terms of the agreement with the
TLP. However, it clearly shows that the government has again succumbed
to the group by accepting its demands. The writ of the state has again
been compromised.
In the past five years, the Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP) has brought
the state to its knees many times. It has become very powerful by the alleged support of some religious and political leaders. In the 2017 sit-in
case ruling, Justice Qazi Faiz Isa has thrown some light on the role of
some institutions in encouraging the TLP mob to weaken the then federal
government.
The group was allowed to take part in the 2018 elections. It won some
seats in the Sindh assembly while becoming the fourth largest party in
Punjab in terms of the share of votes. It has galvanised Barelvi extremism
by making inroads into the urban and rural lower-middle classes, traders
and other Islamic parties.
Analyst Zahid Hussain writes: “Apparently, the government has agreed not
to pursue criminal cases against TLP activists allegedly involved in the
killing of policemen and destroying state and public properties. It also appears that the government will not pursue the legal process in its decision
to proscribe the group. The deal came through after the prime minister’s
meeting with a group of clerics, most of whom are considered ideologically
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close to the TLP. The deal has legitimised a banned terrorist group. The
crisis is far from over. Emboldened by their latest triumph, the radical clerics will soon be back with new demands. The country remains hostage to
a terrorist band threatening to tear apart national security.”
On the other hand, the government’s talks with the Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP) are also moving ahead to seek an agreement and broader
peace. The terms are known yet. However, President Arif Alvi and Foreign
Minister Shah Mahmood Qureshi have already said that TTP militants
could be pardoned. Prime Minister Imran Khan has announced that talks
with the TTP are underway.
Many analysts believe that the government’s policy on the important issue
is confused and problematic. According to analyst Fahd Husain, “The TTP
has not waged a bloody war just against the government, but against Pakistani society. In this bloodletting, no place was spared — office, school,
mosque, shrine, and bazaar; and no one was spared — officers, politicians, women, old men, children and toddlers. The wounds run deep. They
are raw, yet. Time heals, but not so fast. Forgive those who bathed this
society in blood? The momentous decision cannot be taken behind closed
doors by shadowy figures armed with a rationale that has not been nourished by public opinion. The real issue here is not whether Pakistan should
accord such forgiveness to the TTP — no ladies and gentlemen, not at all
— the real issue is whether the government has the moral right to do so
without hearing what the people of Pakistan have to say about it”.
According to Dr Huma Baqai, “The state is again more for accommodation
than prosecution. The TTP wants to use the truce as a breathing space
so the Afghan Taliban won't take action against them. They are comparatively docile and complacent right now. Their ideological thrust is not proPakistan. If they are allowed breathing space, a terrible situation could be
created.” Baqai stressed that the talks set a "terrible" precedent. “There
are over 250 religious outfits in Pakistan and the truce sent out the message: "Violence is the greatest bargaining chip. If you can shut down the
town, you can be accommodated."
She writes, “The country's image was damaged by the agreement with the
Tehreek-i-Labbaik Pakistan (TLP) and it would be further damaged by a
deal with the TTP. We have been pitching for so long that we fought
against terrorism. This is literally a reverse of that."
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Agriculture

More research needed for
better banana yield in Sindh
Dr. Zaheer Ahmad Babar

From childhood memories, which refresh themselves from time
to time, is the sale of bananas at different railway stations in
Sindh as soon as trains passed through the Sukkur-Rohri section on the way to Karachi, or during the journey back from
Karachi to Lahore. Young men with shopping bags in their
hands containing mostly six to eight bananas, entered coaches
as soon as trains would stop at these railway stations, especially in the months of October-November. The bananas were
always small in size, though good in taste sometimes.
Recently, Justice (retd) Khawaja Naveed Ahmed, an advocate for Sindh rights and development, also pointed out the
issue while speaking to a private news channel. He said banana was grown in various districts and on thousands of
acres of land but little attention had ever been paid to improve
its produce and quality. Comparing Sindh bananas with those
being produced in Mumbai and Dhaka, he said if a bunch of
six bananas was kept in a room, their fragrance would spread
all around. But bananas being grown in Sindh are not only
inferior in size but also in quality and nutrition value.
As far as its importance as a fruit in the world is concerned, banana is the premier fruit of Asia and the Pacific. It is one of the
most cultivated fruits in Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines,
Bangladesh, the South Pacific island countries, India and Pakistan. Banana also occupies an important position in the agricultural economy of
Australia, Malaysia, Taiwan, Sri Lanka, and Southern China. According to
official statistics, bananas are a major fruit crop of Pakistan. It is grown on
34,800 hectares with production of 154,800 tonnes per annum. It is mainly
grown in Sindh where soil and climatic conditions are favourable for its
cultivation. The total share of Sindh alone in its cultivation is 87 per cent.
According to a research report, banana is cultivated over an area of
80,000 acres in Pakistan and as per FAO statistics, its per acre yield is
less than India and China which produce more than 10 tonnes per acre.
The reasons behind this low yield are the unavailability of high-yielding varieties and certified disease-free planting materials.
The conventional variety of banana grown in Sindh is Cavendish Dwarf
(98%), which is locally called Barsai. There are also tissue culture varieties
being grown in Sindh. These include Grand naine and William hybrid. Work
is also underway on three Chinese varieties at the Pakistan Agricultural
Research Council (PARC), including Pishang, B-10 and W-11. The
weather conditions are generally conducive to growing bananas in Sindh.
However, the annual rainfall in the province is not sufficient to meet the requirements of banana plants (50 to 200mm per annum), whereas an excellent quality crop needs average rainfalls from 1,200 to 2,500mm/annum.
Banana is mainly grown in the Indus Delta zone of Sindh and it grows extremely well in the coastal belts. Recently, its cultivation has expanded up
to the much warmer north. There should not have been more than three
months of a dry season for its better produce. Cool weather and prolonged
drought retard its growth. Banana plants produce only one leaf per month
in the winter and four per month in the summer, and maximum in May.
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There are other factors too which hinder its better yield. If a low temperature (at 13 degree C) in winter occurs, the bunch may not be able to
emerge from the centre of crown, which is called “Choke Throating,” a typical character of “Dwarf Cavendish” and the bud may not be able to
emerge from the stem. This will have a major impact on the yield and quality. If the temperature falls even lower than 13 degree C, the leaves and
new suckers start to burn. Smudging, by burning dry trash covered with
green leaves to create smoke, can raise the temperature 2 to 4 degrees.
As banana is a long-duration crop, the total water requirements are
high. Water requirements per year vary from 1,200mm in the humid tropics
to 2,200mm in the dry tropics. For rain-fed production, average rainfall of
2,000mm to 2,500mm per year, well-distributed, is desirable, but banana
often grows under less rainfall.
Ghulam Shabbir Mirza, in-charge of a section at the Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC), has good news to share with banana
lovers in the country. He tells Cutting Edge by telephone that the country
has developed two banana varieties, NIGAB-1 and NIGAB-2, recently
which are suitable for good yields. The new varieties were approved for
commercial cultivation by the Sindh Seed Council in its 34th meeting on
Nov 17, 2020, in the Sindh Assembly under the chairmanship of Minister
of Agriculture and Supplies Ismail Rahu.
The PARC chairman tells Cutting Edge that NIGAB-1 and NIGAB-2 are
the first-ever banana varieties registered in the country. The varieties are
high-yielding and have more shelf life which is a key requirement for exports, he says.
Dr. Azeem, while appreciating the efforts of PSO NIGAB, NARC, Dr.
Aish Muhammad and his team, said the cultivation of the banana varieties
would boost its production which would not only fulfil its local demand but
also increase its export.
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Opinion

Hybrid warfare against Pakistan
Muhammad Ahmad Saad

Pakistan is fighting the toughest and protracted war waged by India,
Afghanistan and some other states, while the US is colluding with them to
pressurise Pakistan to “do more” for destabilising it from within. In this complicated war of nerves, the number, kinds and categories of different enemies, terror and pressure groups in the shape of the Tehreek-i-Taliban
Pakistan (TTP), or media houses are obscure but not so hidden; one can
fully recognize them by their actions, motives and designs.
The media, being an opinion maker and mass-influencer, is the lethal
weapon to influence public perception about Pakistan. From the DawnLeaks to the continuous flow of Twitter trends against Pakistan, including
Prime Minister Imran Khan-led PTI government and the armed forces,
show that the enemy is persistent and overconfident to make Pakistan an
international pariah. It is also enjoying the explicit support of the PMLN social media cell, led by Maryam Nawaz.
After 9/11, the Indian RAW and former Afghan government sponsored
cross-border terrorism and centrifugal terrorist groups in Balochistan have
posed a serious threat to national security and the military of Pakistan. It is
a war of nerves and the enemies have lots of dough and resources to entice
5th columnists, libtards and centrifugal forces in every province. It is even
more shocking that a section of society, including media persons, anchors
and political activists, readily act as social media stooges in their hate and
animosity towards Prime Minister Imran Khan and the armed forces. A recent study of social media accounts of journalists, anchors and columnists
has highlighted the huge negativity in their content, memes and videos.
It goes without saying that Pakistan is the prime target of the 5th generation war to impede the multi-billion dollar CPEC project, being completed in partnership with China. Being a target of the Indian sponsored
media tirade, Pakistan badly needs organizational potential and technology to effectively control the social media platforms as different studies
conducted by the country’s top think-tanks show that the uneducated and
jobless youth is the prime target of anti-Pakistan social media trends. A
New Delhi-based former USSR diplomat of the 1970s had coined the term
“useful idiots” for such elements that are willingly utilized against their own
country to vent antagonistic mindsets.
The creation of the Pakistan Media Development Authority is a muchneeded step in the right direction to encourage responsible journalism.
However, the mass communication departments of public and private universities in Pakistan have, hitherto, failed to update their syllabi to counter
5th generation war.
After the global rise of the print and electronic media in the 20th century,
and its subsequent spread in the shape of digitalized forms has given further impetus to the hegemonic influence of the mass media. Various forms
of media have become an integral part of human beings’ daily life. They
inform us, influence our opinion and sometimes, misguide us through incorrect or distorted information to achieve certain objectives. Likewise, the
pandemic rise of social media platforms has further chained human minds
everywhere. It is the need of the hour to use this opportunity for state-building and national integration by sensitizing the people about the importance
of independence and the colossal consequences of balkanization. We
have examples of Syria and Iraq before us.
The technology-based media is, arguably, the most lethal weapon of
the 21st century which has monopolized the whole globe. Communication
experts state that different forms of digital media are the most effective
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means of mass influence. Over time, various states, non-state actors and
even multinational companies have started using this weapon of mass influence to gain precise results by bombarding the targeted clientele or population with slanted and distorted information or facts.
While Pakistan continues to ignore the importance of perception management, the Indian establishment, housed in the colonial South Block
building in New Delhi, fully understood it too early and launched a massive
propaganda campaign against Pakistan to defame the arch-rival from
every respect. The EU DisinfoLab, an independent non-profit organisation,
focused on tackling sophisticated disinformation campaigns targeting the
EU, its member states, core institutions and core values, disclosed in 2020,
the staggering scale of India’s propaganda paraphernalia, since 2005, in
the shape of 750 media outlets covering 119 countries for projecting Pakistan as a global threat, human rights violator and what not.
Pakistan has been a prime target of the global “great game” played in
its neighboring Afghanistan for two decades. First, it suffered the consequences of the former USSR’s military intervention in Afghanistan, from
1979 till 1988, and then, 9/11 was the second decisive phase of this global
quest for the control of Central Asia’s huge natural resources. However,
recent years have witnessed a new lethal phase of this quest for global
control in the Asian hemisphere and rapid growth of state-sponsored digital
media platforms for spreading fake news and disinformation against Pakistan and China.
The total number of active social media users in Pakistan stands at 37
million. The percentage of social media users among the total population
is 17%, while a 7% increase was recorded in social media users from April
2019 to Jan 2020.
Meanwhile, the institutional rivalry has risen to new heights in the
tenure of the PTI government when every organ has chosen a behavior to
exert its singular prominence vis-à-vis the political government. The judiciary’s continuous contemptuous approach to frustrate Prime Minister
Imran Khan’s efforts of punishing the corrupt cabal and the bureaucracy’s
covert support to the PML-N shows that the PTI has miserably failed to
maintain constitutional control over institutions to implement its manifesto.
The archaic colonial model of the civil service and the judiciary has consistently failed to passably deliver or to protect the state. Immediate reforms are needed to restructure the bureaucracy and the judiciary which
are enjoying unprecedented powers without any administrative accountability or financial control. No one could dare audit the judiciary, evaluate
the performance of judges or nab corrupt court officials.
In this backdrop, Pakistan’s national institutions will have to enforce the
strict Chinese governance model, along with giving topmost priority to state
security, to function as a feasible state in future. They also need to adopt
a comprehensive communication policy to guide the 220 million-plus people to help counter the media front. We should also learn from Israel’s security doctrines and absolute ability to control and keep a consistent check
on the Arab/Palestine population through an elaborate brigade of informants while using information and communication technologies.
Comments of a retired deputy director of the Israeli security agency are
worth noting. He said, “Informants are our only weapon against the enemy
in this never-ending war of survival (as a state).”

(The writer is a Lahore-based public policy analyst )
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Rights

How to make our society a
safer place for women
Dr. Fatima Khan

More than 80% of Pakistan’s population feels women are
not safe in the country, according to the Quarterly Performance Evaluation Survey (QPES) report, released by
the Pulse Consultant last month. It is a matter of great
concern for all, indeed. But unsafe from whom, must be a
natural question. From men, who have expressed their
concern about women’s safety? If all of them, both men
and women, are concerned about the safety of women in
society, that means they want women to stay safe. If such
a huge part of society wants the safety of women, then
why are they still unsafe?
Before the findings are analysed further, let’s have a
look at more details of the report. The consultant firm says
on its official website that the survey was conducted
through CATI (Computer Assisted Telephonic Interviews),
a state-of-the-art technology in which all calls are
recorded. The website explains that the Quarterly Performance Evaluation Survey (QPES) is an indigenous
tracking tool, through which data has been collected on a quarterly basis
with the help of unbiased, well-structured, non-leading questions and instrument since Nov 2018, on public perceptions and opinions about the
government’s performance and the current political situation.
According to it, the survey findings were based on 1,809 respondents’
opinions, who were interviewed by telephone on Oct 4, 2021. It showed
that most Pakistanis, who see women safe to some extent in the country,
are from Balochistan, where 74% of people vouched for it. The highest
perception of “unsafety” was reported from Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, which
was 46%, and Punjab was second, reporting 35% perception of “unsafety”.
The ratio of people who consider women unsafe in Pakistan from Sindh,
was 26% in the survey.
There might be some other reasons for people’s perception about the
unsafety of women in Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa, like militant groups, who have
openly been opposing education for women and the provision of basic
human rights to them, but in Punjab and Sindh provinces, the reasons are
obvious. The major reason for the respondents from the two provinces,
expressing their concern about the safety of women, is violent incidents
taking place in a large number in the near past. The electronic and print
media have been rife with reports on almost a daily basis of rape, gangrape, sexual assaults during robberies and even on highways.
It is a common perception in society that poor and helpless women are
more vulnerable to criminal, violent and sexual attacks. The highest feeling
(45%) of “unsafety” was reported by the “lowest socio-economic class” and
“somewhat safe” was mainly reported by respondents belonging to the
“middle class” (57%). However, almost half (51%) of the female respondents from the “upper class” and one third (38%) from the “lowest class”
expressed concern about their safety while going outside the home. Interestingly, males consider females less safe (22%) in Pakistan, compared
to female respondents (29%).
Prof. Dr. Rubeena Zakar, director of the Institute of Social and Cultural
Studies, University of the Punjab, Lahore, wonders what is the respon-
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dents’ concept and perception about women safety? Who are those people, men and women, who pose a threat to the safety of women in society,
she asks. “If such a large majority of people, i.e. over 80%, are concerned
about the safety of women in society, why don’t we see its impact practically,” she asks. “Do they believe in the safety of only their own women?”
Prof. Dr. Raana Malik, chairperson of the Department of Gender Studies at University of the Punjab, says that recently dozens of men misbehaved with a TikToker at the Minar-e-Pakistan that embarrassed every
sensible Pakistani. “On the social media, there has been a campaign
against the victim lately. According to them, she had staged the drama herself for gaining “cheap” publicity. If we accept their version for a moment,
does that mean she should be subjected to torture? She was tossed into
the air, groped, slapped, her clothes were torn off, and what not. Alas! No
one was there to stop them,” Prof. Raana adds.
Prof. Rubeena Zakar says approval of such treatment of women is
found in our society at every level: in our homes, at workplaces, in shopping malls, on roads and streets, everywhere. “You must have heard the
appreciative words uttered by someone for a goon, who had kissed an
unidentified girl sitting in a motorcycle-rickshaw on a Lahore road recently.
Its video went viral on the social media,” recalls the sociologist. She believes the safety perception about Pakistani women cannot improve until
men in our society respect all women, whether they have any blood relation with them or not. “Women must teach their male children from day
one that their female siblings are as important and respectable as they
themselves are. They will have to be taught since their childhood that all
women in society are respectable to them; whether they are their blood
relations are not. Only then we can establish a safe society for women,”
she suggests.

The writer is a physician by profession. She has worked as an intern at
the Capital Health (New Jersey) & the Mount Sinai St. Luke’s Hospital
(New York). Rights and gender issues are the areas of special interest to
her. She can be reached at: fatima23393@hotmail.com
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Military

US and Turkey: It
is not over yet
Dimitar Bechev

On October 31, US President Joe Biden and Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan met on the margins of the G20 gathering in Rome,
ending weeks of speculation about whether such a summit would take
place. Earlier that month, a short-lived diplomatic crisis had demonstrated just how strained ties between the two countries are.
The US ambassador to Ankara David Satterfield and nine other
Western envoys had been threatened with expulsion after they
called for the release of jailed Turkish philanthropist Osman Kavala
– an act the Turkish government perceived as meddling in its internal affairs. Biden and Erdogan’s meeting – their second this year –
indicated that lines of communication are still open. But it cannot
be denied that Turkish-American relations are at an all-time low.
From the Turkish side, the perception that the US is an unreliable ally and is in fact seeking to undermine Ankara has been growing and feeding anti-Americanism over the past five to six years.
Washington’s decision in 2015 to arm Kurdish forces in Syria affiliated with the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which Ankara – and
its Western allies – consider a “terrorist” organisation, and allegations of US involvement in the attempted coup against Erdogan’s
government in 2016 have all fuelled this sentiment.
From the US perspective, Turkey’s decision to foster closer ties with
Russia has caused concern. The Turkish purchase of Russian-made S400 defence systems in 2017 sent shockwaves through Washington,
which has been wary of Russia’s resurgence. The delivery of the advanced
weapons to Ankara in 2019 triggered sanctions against Turkish officials
under the Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act
(CAATSA) a year later. More importantly, it resulted in Turkey’s expulsion
from the international consortium behind the development of a new generation of fighter jets, the F-35. Erdogan’s recent statements that the Turkish government is looking to buy another batch of S-400 surface-to-air
missile systems further incensed Washington.
So with all this tension between them, are Turkey and the US on the
cusp of a breakup? Probably not. Neither Biden nor Erdogan is pushing
for a complete decoupling. Indeed, the Turkish government is hoping to
clinch a deal with the Biden administration for the purchase of 40 F-16
fighter jets and 80 modernisation kits to upgrade older military aircraft.
Turkey is keen to bring up-to-date its air force which is largely composed
of F-16s. It is also keen to recoup the $1.4bn advance payment it made
for the F-35 project.
At a moment when all its neighbours, from Greece to Russia to Iran,
are upgrading their military capabilities, Turkey cannot afford to lag behind.
For all the desire to assert its strategic autonomy, Ankara is still reliant on
Western military technology. It is likewise committed to NATO which, in an
era of uncertainty and with Russia building up its military strength on the
opposite shore of the Black Sea, remains central to national security. No
wonder, the majority of Turkish citizens continue to support membership
in the Alliance.
Its weakened domestic economy and the rapidly depreciating lira,
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which has lost 80 percent of its value over the past decade, also highlight
Turkish dependence on international financial markets. A divorce scenario
with the US will not augur well for economic stability. Had the ambassadors
been expelled and had a full-blown crisis with the West ensued, foreign
investors would have disposed of lira-denominated assets en masse,
sending the currency in free fall.
The US also still needs, in the words of State Secretary Anthony
Blinken, its “so-called strategic ally”. The Turkish military remains key for
NATO’s eastern flank where Russia poses a formidable challenge.
Turkey’s sale of Bayraktar TB2 drones to Ukraine, now deployed against
the pro-Russian separatists on the battlefront in the Donbas, demonstrates
its strategic value.
Ankara has also supported all NATO initiatives aimed at reassuring allies in the Black Sea, including regular exercises and rotation of naval
ships from the US and other member states of the pact. Last but not least,
Turkey’s role in the Middle East and North Africa, notably in Libya where
it competes with Russia and in Syria, is another reason for Washington
not to stonewall Ankara. The same is true of Afghanistan where Ankara
has not let go of plans to play a role in securing Kabul airport.
US and Turkey are operating in a grey zone. The alliance is hanging
by a thread, but it is too early to pronounce its demise. Transactionalism
is the order of the day and it is likely the two sides will work on an issueby-issue basis. Biden and Erdogan will, therefore, be able to cooperate in
limited ways in NATO. A deal on the F-16s is not unlikely either, despite
opposition in Congress. The US will not be rattled by a new Turkish operation in Syria either if the deconfliction rules established between the two
militaries on the ground hold. Yet it would continue to watch warily Turkey’s
engagement with Russia and, increasingly, China. Biden will be more outspoken on Turkish domestic politics too, unlike Trump. There is bound to
be more friction in the future.
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The climate crisis is about
the Global South’s present
Disha A Ravi

COP26 in Glasgow, Scotland, was an event where less than 0.0004 percent
of the population met to negotiate our lives. World leaders, through their decisions on how to limit global heating, are the powers deciding who gets to
live and who gets to die. Keeping temperature rise below 1.5 degrees Celsius (2.7 degrees Fahrenheit) is not negotiable, and yet, we are not on track
to meet it. According to Climate Action Tracker, even with the targets pledged
during COP26 we will be heading towards 2.4C (4.3F) of warming.
Amid this, COP26 has been criticised as the most “exclusionary” summit
ever for civil society organisations, people from the Global South and those
with disabilities. COP26 Coalition, a UK-based civil society coalition of environment NGOs said two-thirds of the people who it was helping travel to
Glasgow were unable to make it because of visa restrictions, accreditation
problems and COVID-19 vaccine inequity as a result of uneven access to
vaccines. This was especially harsh on the Global South, with many people
denied a seat at the table. Activists from the Global South who managed to
be at COP26 despite these hurdles have been cut out of pictures and excluded by the media. The exclusion of the Global South is a common theme
in climate conversations and negotiations.
When we are excluded, our voices are silenced, our experiences go unheard and the reality of the climate situation in the Global South is blurred.
This exclusion becomes a refusal to acknowledge the proximity of the climate
crisis and casts it as a problem of the future when millions are dying today.
Young people around the world are anxious about the future, and rightfully
so, but a warped focus on it suggests that the general populace would rather
care about white children’s future than the Black, Brown and Indigenous children’s present. If this is to continue, then we have already lost. In my country,
India, the climate crisis is an unwanted caller that has taken up space in our
homes. She is not scheduled to arrive at a later date – she is already here.
The world is currently at 1.2C (2.2F) above preindustrial levels and this is already brutal for so many people in India.
Less than 50 percent of Indians have access to safe drinking water. Droughts,
coupled with increasing demand and terrible groundwater management, make
access to this water even harder. Lack of safe water means lack of sanitation,
especially during a pandemic. For some villages, droughts are becoming a way
of life. Some 20 percent of the country faces drought-like conditions.
Elsewhere, there is extreme rainfall. Just last month, the southern state
of Kerala experienced flooding and landslides due to heavy rainfall. This killed
42 people and stranded thousands. In northern India, heavy rain battered
the state of Uttarakhand, causing flooding and killing at least 46 people. In
my city, Bengaluru, the airport was flooded due to unprecedented rains.
We in India have experienced most of the morbid climate calamities on
the menu ranging from cyclones, floods, and landslides to heatwaves and
drought just this year. We know what it feels like to be affected by the climate
crisis in numbing detail. I first noticed the preoccupation with the future among
activists at Fridays for Future International when I joined the movement in
2019. Our campaigns and conversations focused on the future, and they did
not measure up to the emotion of marginalised communities, such as the ancient tribes who have had their land snatched and laid siege to in the name
of coal in India’s Hasdeo forest, or people who have watched their homes
wash away in floods.
Our messaging did not even come close to covering what it means to be
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an Adivasi (Indigenous) activist like Hidme Markam who was imprisoned earlier this year and charged under counterterrorism legislation used to punish
environmental defenders. The 28-year-old land and women’s rights activist
had been protesting against extractive mining and for locals’ rights as well
as fighting for Adivasis jailed on false charges.
Environmental activists including myself (I was jailed for 10 days and released on bail in February during the ongoing farmer protests) are punished
by the Indian government for asking for a liveable planet. Sudha Bharadwaj,
a trade union activist, lawyer, and teacher turned 60 in jail the day Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced India’s commitments at COP26, with pledges
including carbon neutrality by 2070 and an increase in the share of electricity
generated by solar, wind, and other non-fossil fuel sources. Bharadwaj has
worked to secure better wages for workers and land rights for Adivasis but
was accused of being a Maoist with plans to overthrow the government. More
than three years after her arrest, her trial is yet to start.
On the same day as Modi’s announcement, a group of more than 50 Adivasis in Chhattisgarh state walked 30km to highlight the rising air pollution
due to coal-fired thermal plants in Raigarh. People from these communities
have had their land and forests taken away to build coal mines. Coal has affected their livelihoods and health, yet our prime minister wants to expand
coal mining. Last year, India launched an auction for 38 new blocks for mining. Some of them pass through Adivasis’ ancestral land. I could not unsee
the overlapping injustices in my country and was desperate to change this.
At Fridays for Future, I raised the issue of how our stance of focusing on
the future removed us far from ground realities and we could no longer continue this. We cannot fail to highlight the loss and damages happening in the
Global South now. When we do, we do an injustice to Adivasis and environmental defenders on the front line of the climate crisis. This is why we at Fridays for Future decided to start MAPA – Most Affected People and Areas.
MAPA was created to ensure that the focus is on people who are most affected by the climate crisis, to focus on the present, not just our future. We
have been working on centring voices of those most affected through our
campaigns, and by bearing witness to the loss and damages caused by the
climate crisis today.
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Your View
Where clouds meet

Strange choices
We seem to be a nation of strange people who make strange choices in our

For the last few years, the national media has stopped giving due im-

everyday life. We prefer government jobs, but do not trust the standard of gov-

portance to what was earlier called the Iqbal Day. This year, too, Nov 9,

ernment institutions. We work hard to get into public-sector employment, but

the great man’s birthday anniversary went almost unmarked in terms of

do not opt for public-sector hospitals, transport or educational institutions. We

media coverage, which was disappointing. The man deserved better.

take pride in using a vehicle that has a government registration plate, but do

He really did. The subcontinent has been home to great leaders, politi-

not bother to maintain it at our own expense. Much like the adults, the stu-

cians, writers, thinkers, philosophers and poets who left indelible marks

dents also want to make the most of government services. They wish to grab

on the face of the planet. Allama Muhammad Iqbal was one of those

fully-funded government scholarships at foreign universities, but find faults in

men of letters who helped in shaping and moulding the history of the

their own country. Once they receive their degrees, all they can see is inequal-

Muslims of united India. Born on Nov 9, 1877, he was a representative

ity, injustice and unemployment in their homeland, and, hence, fly to foreign

philosopher and poet of his age, generally known as the ‘Poet of the

lands in search of greener pastures. As of 2011, there were 5,045 Pakistani

East’. Through his remarkable and scintillating poetry, and with a revolu-

students in the United States, putting Pakistan among the top 25 countries

tionary zeal, he awoke the Muslims from their deep slumber of obliv-

sending students to the US. China also attracts a large number of students

ion.Along with the able leadership of the Quaid-i-Azam, he laid the

from Pakistan. In 2016, there were 19,000 Pakistani students in China, mak-

foundation of Pakistan by presenting the idea of a new country for the

ing Pakistan the fourth largest source of international students in that country.

Muslims of the subcontinent. He had an observant and keen eye which

According to a recent report by the Bureau of Emigration and Overseas Em-

enabled him to foresee that the Muslims could not prosper and flourish

ployment (BEOE), more than 10 million Pakistani citizens have bid adieu to

until they achieve for themselves a separate piece of land. Indubitably,

the country for better professional and financial opportunities. The record indi-

Pakistan movement was the brainchild of Allama Iqbal. His long-cher-

cates that more than 300,000 Pakistanis left the country in 2018, and the

ished dream was realised years after his departure. In his famous Alla-

number soared to 500,000 this year. Most of these individuals are fresh grad-

habad presidential address in 1930, he gave a clear direction to the

uates from local universities. Approximately 10,000 engineers, 3,500 doctors,

unwavering struggle of the Muslims. Till then, they were just groping in

and 9,500 accountants have moved abroad for jobs in the last three

the dark. For him, complacency was tantamount to a crime, and slavery

years.The BEOE report showed that the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was the

was a curse. He mobilised the masses with his charged poetry. He ig-

most feasible destination for Pakistani workers, as more than 5.3 million pro-

nited the flame of liberty among the Muslims in such a way that freedom

fessionals moved there for better employment opportunities. The United Arab

became the buzzword in that era. It was Iqbal who convinced the Quaid

Emirates took the second spot with 3.8m Pakistani nationals seeking profes-

to return to India and liberate the Indian Muslims from the barbaric

sional opportunities there. What is more worrying is that most of these individ-

clutches of the British rule and communal prejudice. The Quaid, too,

uals happen to be skilled professionals, indicating a serious brain drain, which

had a great love and regard for Iqbal. He paid tribute to him by stressing

is a big loss for any country. When a country loses its skilled human capital,

that if he had to make a choice “between the works of Iqbal and the

talented citizens and their expertise, its economic progress slows down, which

rulership of (a) Muslim state, I would prefer the former”. His poetry car-

affects its development and social wellbeing. A country that invests in an indi-

ried the message of hope, optimism and freedom. His world-acclaimed

vidual’s career development does not deserve such a betrayal. Unfortunately,

poems were, and still are, a source of inspiration for the Muslims of the

these double standards are practised not just by the ordinary people, but also

subcontinent. His Shikwa and Jawab-i-Shikwa have no parallel in the

by people in power who hold passports of foreign countries — or at least have

history of poetic tradition. He was adept at writing in both Persian and

their families settled abroad till they themselves get retired from service with

Urdu languages. Asrar-i-Khudi, Zarb-i-Kaleem, Bang-i-Dara and Baal-i-

‘grace and honour’. They exploit their homeland with corruption and malprac-

Jibrael are amongst his best works. In 1922, he was knighted by King

tices, but do not complain about living as an ordinary individual in a foreign

George V, granting him the title of Sir. He wrote poetry for every age

country. Those of us who are financially sound run after foreign brands and

group. His main aim was to exhort the youth to action. Whenever he ad-

imported stuff and do not purchase local products. As a citizen, we must use

dressed the young, he equated them with a shaheen, a true Muslim, a

locally manufactured products to support our industries and economy. Once

self-respecting man with an optimistic dispensation. He focussed on

we start believing in our domestic products and services, their quality will im-

those youngsters who had the ability and panache to steer the ummah

prove significantly. People in power must realise that there is nothing wrong in

in the right direction. Iqbal was an undisputed leader, scholar and poet

putting their privilege aside and behaving like a common man. Those in public

of the 20th century. He rendered a valuable service to the people of

service must take care of government property as a precious possession. I

India. He had a selfless soul. His sagacity and wisdom proved a beacon

hope that every individual realises the effects of brain drain on society, and

for the denizens of the subcontinent. And yet, we, the government, the

shall put the country first. No matter what, serving another country with loyalty

masses and the national media, have little time for Iqbal Day. What a

and leaving your homeland in time of need is nothing but selfishness.

pity. We are ignoring the man and his thoughts at our own peril.
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Neutron star collisions probably make
more gold than other cosmic smashups

Lithium-ion batteries made with recycled
materials can outlast newer counterparts

Emily Conover

Carolyn Wilke

The cosmic origins of
elements heavier than
iron are mysterious.
One elemental birthplace came to light in
2017 when two neutron-rich dead stars collided and spewed out
gold, platinum and
other hefty elements. A few years later, a smashup of another neutron
star and a black hole left scientists wondering which type of cosmic clash
was the more prolific element foundry. Now, they have an answer. Collisions of two neutron stars probably take the cake, scientists report in Astrophysical Journal Letters. To create heavy elements after either type of
collision, neutron star material must be flung into space, where a series
of nuclear reactions called the r-process can transform the material. How
much material escapes into space, if any, depends on various factors.
For example, in collisions of a neutron star and black hole, the black hole
has to be relatively small, or “there’s no hope at all,” says astrophysicist
Hsin-Yu Chen of MIT. “It’s going to swallow the neutron star right away,”
without ejecting anything. Questions remain about both types of collisions,
spotted via the ripples in spacetime that they kick up. So Chen and colleagues considered a range of possibilities for the properties of neutron
stars and black holes, such as the distributions of their masses and how
fast they spin. The team then calculated the mass ejected by each type
of collision under those varied conditions. In most scenarios, the neutron
star–black hole mergers made a smaller quantity of heavy elements than
the neutron star duos — in one case only about a hundredth the amount.
Still, the ultimate element factory ranking remains up in the air. The scientists compared just these two types of collisions, not other possible
sources of heavy elements such as exploding stars.

Lithium-ion batteries with recycled
cathodes can outperform batteries
with
cathodes
made from pristine
materials, lasting
for thousands of
additional charging
cycles, a study
finds.
Growing demand for these batteries — which power devices from smartphones to electric vehicles — may outstrip the world’s supply of some crucial
ingredients, such as cobalt. Ramping up recycling could help avert a potential
shortage. But some manufacturers worry that impurities in recycled materials
may cause battery performance to falter. “Based on our study, recycled materials can perform as well as, or even better than, virgin materials,” says materials scientist Yan Wang of Worcester Polytechnic Institute in Massachusetts.
Using shredded spent batteries, Wang and colleagues extracted the electrodes and dissolved the metals from those battery bits in an acidic solution.
By tweaking the solution’s pH, the team removed impurities such as iron and
copper and recovered over 90 percent of three key metals: nickel, manganese
and cobalt. The recovered metals formed the basis for the team’s cathode
material. In tests of how well batteries maintain their capacity to store energy
after repeated use and recharging, batteries with recycled cathodes outperformed ones made with brand-new commercial materials of the same composition. It took 11,600 charging cycles for the batteries with recycled cathodes
to lose 30 percent of their initial capacity. That’s about 50 percent better than
the respectable 7,600 cycles for the batteries with new cathodes, the team
reports October 15 in Joule. Those thousands of extra cycles could translate
into years of better battery performance, Wang says.
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More than 28m excess years of life lost during pandemic
Megan Brooks
During the pandemic year of 2020, life expectancy dropped and more than
28 million extra years of life were lost in 31 countries – with men hit much
harder than women, a new analysis shows.
Excess years of life lost in 2020 were more than five times higher than
years of life lost due to seasonal influenza in 2015, the researchers write.
The study was published online in The BMJ. Nazrul Islam, PhD, with the
University of Oxford, United Kingdom, and colleagues estimated changes
in life expectancy and excess years of life lost (YLL) in 2020 associated
with the COVID-19 pandemic in 37 upper-middle and high-income countries or regions with reliable and complete mortality data.
In all 37 countries, life expectancy at birth increased in men and women
between 2005 and 2019. But in 2020, life expectancy declined in both men
and women in 31 countries studied. The exceptions were New Zealand,
Taiwan, and Norway, where a gain in life expectancy was noted, and Denmark, Iceland, and South Korea, where no change in life expectancy was
observed. The biggest pandemic drop in life expectancy (in years) happened in Russia (−2.33 in men and −2.14 in women), the United States
(−2.27 in men and −1.61 in women), Bulgaria (−1.96 and −1.37), Lithuania
(−1.83 and −1.21), Chile (−1.64 in men) and Spain (−1.11 in women). YLL
in 2020 topped expectations in all countries except Taiwan, New Zealand,
Norway, Iceland, Denmark, and South Korea. In the remaining 31 countries,
more than 222 million YLL were lost in 2020, which is 28.1 million more
than expected (17.3 million in men and 10.8 million in women), they report.
The most YLL (per 100,000) happened in Bulgaria (7260 in men and 3730
in women), Russia (7020 in men and 4760 in women), Lithuania (5430 in
men and 2640 in women), the US (4350 in men and 2430 in women),
Poland (3830 in men and 1830 in women), and Hungary (2770 in men and

1920 in women). Excess YLL were relatively low in people younger than
65 years, except in Russia, Bulgaria, Lithuania, and the U.S. where the
excess years of life lost was more than 2000 per 100,000.
The researchers say comparable or lower than expected YLL in Taiwan,
New Zealand, Norway, Iceland, Denmark, and South Korea “underscore
the importance of successful viral suppression and elimination policies, including targeted and population based public health policy interventions.”
“A comprehensive pandemic preparedness aimed at more resilient health
systems could be key to tackling the impact of future pandemics,” they
write. Due to a lack of mortality data, the analyses did not include most
countries from Asia, Africa, and Latin America, the authors said.

New blood test designed to spot cancer early
Ralph Ellis
A new test is being called “a game-changer” because it will allow early
detection of up to 50 kinds of cancer based on a simple blood draw in a
doctor’s office.
Galleri, a California company, developed the test called Galleri. The company says the test can spot “signals” of up to 50 cancers, including hardto-detect and deadly cancers such as pancreatic, ovarian, and esophageal,
CBS News reported. The test works with blood drawn by a healthcare
provider. The blood is sent to the Galleri lab, where the test tracks any DNA
shed by cancer cells. The results – cancer signals were or were not detected -- are returned to the health care provider in two weeks, the Galleri
website says. "We can find and sequence these tiny bits of tumor-derived
DNA in the blood and, based on the patterns we see, we can reveal if there
is a signal for cancer present,” Julia Feygin, MD, the senior medical science liaison at Galleri, told CBS News. “We can predict with very high accuracy where in the body this cancer signal is coming from.”
Galleri says the test doesn’t diagnose cancer, doesn’t spot all cancers,
and is not intended to replace U.S. guideline-recommended cancer
screening. But the company said the test could result in more early detection of cancer, which doctors stress as a key in helping people survive
cancer. The American Cancer Society says 71% of cancer deaths are
caused by cancers that are not normally screened for. "In the year 2021,
this is so far beyond anything else we've been able to do. This is a gamechanger," Greg Plotnikoff, MD, told CBS News. Plotnikoff, who practices
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in Minneapolis, says he prescribes the test for patients with risk factors
for cancer because “if we can catch things earlier, we have a chance to
make a significant difference." Galleri has not obtained full FDA approval
yet. The test is “intended to be used for people at an elevated risk for
cancer. This can be something as simple as age," Feygin said.You’ll need
a prescription to get the test and insurance doesn’t cover it, CBS News
reported. The out-of-pocket cost is around $950.
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Red Notice

Finch

Dan Jolin

Olly Richards

Ironically for a movie that’s all
about twists, turns, cons and double-crosses, Rawson Marshall
Thurber’s Red Notice is rather
lacking in surprises. And we
mean that in the nicest possible
way. Story-wise it is a patchwork
pastiche of To Catch a Thief, Dirty Rotten Scoundrels and Bond, with a bit of
National Treasure and Raiders of the Lost Ark thrown in for good measure
(Ryan Reynolds even whistles the Raiders theme at one point). Featuring a
frantic museum foot-chase, a prison break from a mountain-top fortress, and
a hi-tech heist at an uberswanky villains’ masked ball, it hits all the spy/crimecaper/archaeological-adventure beats you’d expect.
Meanwhile, its main selling point is the charismasplosive double act of
Dwayne Johnson and Ryan Reynolds, and neither deviates even a micron
from his long-established and widely beloved on-screen persona. As the
wrongfully accused art-crime-specialist fed, Johnson is steadfast and serious,
hiding a big, warm heart beneath those bigger, hard pecs. Reynolds riffs and
wisecracks as the glib thief, tossing around probably improv’d one-liners, often
delivered at comedy-whisper level. Occasionally, they loosen the bromantic
banter (served with an eye-rolling side-order of daddy-issue confiding) to
make way for Gal Gadot as wily antagonist The Bishop. But while she’s always seemingly a step ahead of them and clearly more capable, Gadot remains a supporting player amid all the film’s globetrotting antics, only popping
up every now and again to mess with their plans and join in a set-piece. This
is firmly The Dwayne ’N’ Ryan Show.

Chuck Steel

Spencer

Jordan King

Ian Freer

When a curfew on bars and clubs
sees LA’s drunks begin suspiciously disappearing, the baffled
local police department call in
loose cannon cop Chuck Steel
(Michael Mort) to investigate.
Joined by eccentric professor
Abraham Van Rental (also Mort), Steel finds himself taking on the “Trampires” - half-tramp, half-vampires hell-bent on world domination.
Mike Mort's 2013 claymation short Raging Balls of Steel Justice introduced Chuck Steel (Mort), a self-professed 'maverick, renegade, loose
cannon, lone wolf cop on the edge who doesn't play by the rules'. Riffing
on beloved ‘80s cop movies like Cobra and Tango & Cash, Mort's ballsto-the-wall, testosterone-filled spoof was met with enthusiasm enough to
warrant a $20 million feature-length outing for the quippy, quiffed cop.
The result, Chuck Steel: Night of the Trampires, is - for better and worse
- more of the same but bigger.
It’s 1986, and whilst LA is under siege from “Trampires” – half-hobo-halfvampires who brilliantly can only be killed with holy coffee or by piercing
the liver - the police force have been softened to the point of redundancy
by suspiciously named therapist Dr A. Cular (a delightful Jennifer Saunders). Desperate, Police Captain Jack Schitt (Mort) puts Steel on the case.
Reluctantly partnering up with kook Abraham Van Rental (Mort again,
channeling Peter Cushing), Steel sets out to save his city from imminent
inebriated undead annihilation.
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When you’re working with
very few ingredients you
have to be sure they’re of the
highest quality. Finch has
just three elements: Tom
Hanks, a dog, and a robot
that’s doing its best. If that
combination doesn’t appeal then you’re not going to get much from this
movie, but how on earth could that not appeal? This is a simple, mildly
schmaltzy tale about unconditional love and learning to trust, and it is
thoroughly charming.
In a future America, the ozone layer has become so depleted that
being outside in the day is fatal. The global population has been decimated. Engineer Finch (Hanks) has managed to stay alive thanks to
his superior scientific knowledge. He’s built a safe(ish) bunker and
robot assistants. He has nobody left in the world except his dog,
Goodyear (Seamus). Radiation poisoning is gradually killing Finch and
he knows it. Determined that his dog won’t be left alone, Finch resolves
to build a robot smart enough to take care of him when he’s gone.
Director Miguel Sapochnik is best known for his enormous battles in
Game of Thrones. If there was war, he was the man to direct it. Here,
he shows he’s just as good with a much smaller canvas. His scenes in
the post-apocalyptic wasteland are epically beautiful, but his intimate
scenes are full of feeling. The impressively realised robot, Jeff (Caleb
Landry Jones), is a well-meaning innocent who is seeing the world with
wide-eyed wonder, while Finch has seen it all too much.

Prefaced as “a fable from a true
tragedy”, Spencer is ‘The AntiCrown’. If the latest season of
Peter Morgan’s series is a restrained best-guess at the royal
shenanigans involving Princess
Diana, Pablo Larraín’s film is a
wildly speculative if detached portrait of barely contained hysteria and vulnerability, all infused with flights of fantasy and told with sky-high style. It
shares not only thematic DNA with the director’s Jackie — a woman going
through a private meltdown in the public eye — but also its prized asset:
a stunning central performance. Like Natalie Portman before her, Kristen
Stewart gets under the skin of one of the world’s most famous women, at
once transformative but never feeling like an impersonation.
After an opening that feels like a well-tooled thriller — a military convoy brings
crates of luxurious food to Sandringham — screenwriter Steven Knight imagines Diana suffering through the three-day Royal Christmas as a mixture of
weird rituals (Sandringham guests are weighed on giant scales on arrival) and
regimented dinners. Through all this, the people’s princess constantly yearns
for her life before marriage (her dad’s jacket on a scarecrow, her derelict childhood home). There’s a reason the film is called Spencer. Her every move is
under the watchful eye of equerry Major Gregory (Timothy Spall, excellent),
spying on her as she seeks comfort in a fridge and cake, and gaslighting her
(or so she believes) by leaving Anne Boleyn: Life and Death of a Martyr on
her bedside, Diana then starting to see visions of the doomed queen.
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The Begum and the Dastan

Will

Tarana Husain Khan

Mark Manson

In 1897 in the princely state of
Sherpur, Feroza Begum, beautiful
and wilful, defied her family to attend the sawani celebrations at
Nawab Shams Ali Khan's Benazir
Palace. Feroza is kidnapped and
detained in the Nawab’s glittering
harem, her husband is forced to divorce her, and her family disowns
her. Reluctantly, Feroza marries
the Nawab, and is compelled to
negotiate the glamour and sordidness of the harem.
In the bazaar chowk, Kallan Mirza,
a skilled dastango, spins a hauntingly familiar tale of a despotic sorcerer, Tareek Jaan, and his grand illusory city, the Tilism-e-Azam,
where women are confined in underground basements. As Kallan descends deeper into an opium addiction, the boundaries of fantasy
and reality begin to blur. And in the present day, Ameera listens to
Dadi narrating the tale of Feroza Begum, Ameera's great-grandmother. Confined to her house because her parents haven’t paid her
school fees, Ameera takes comfort from Dadi's story. As her world
disintegrates, she is compelled to ask herself if anything has changed
for Sherpur's women.

Will Smith's transformation from a fearful
child in a tense West Philadelphia home
to one of the biggest rap stars of his era
and then one of the biggest movie stars
in Hollywood history, with a string of box
office successes that will likely never be
broken, is an epic tale of inner transformation and outer triumph, and Will tells
it astonishingly well. But it's only half the
story. Will Smith thought, with good reason, that he had won at life: not only was
his own success unparalleled, his whole
family was at the pinnacle of the entertainment world. Only they didn't see it that way: they felt more like
star performers in his circus, a seven-days-a-week job they hadn't
signed up for. It turned out Will Smith's education wasn't nearly over.
This memoir is the product of a profound journey of self-knowledge,
a reckoning with all that your will can get you and all that it can leave
behind. Written with the help of Mark Manson, Will is the story of how
one exceptional man mastered his own emotions, written in a way
that can help everyone else do the same. Few of us will know the
pressure of performing on the world's biggest stages for the highest
of stakes, but we can all understand that the fuel that works for one
stage of our journey might have to be changed if we want to make it
all the way home. The combination of genuine wisdom of universal
value and a life story that is preposterously entertaining, even astonishing, puts Will the book, like its author, in a category by itself.

Sooley
John Grisham
Seventeen-year-old Samuel Sooleyman comes from a village in
South Sudan, a war-torn country
where one third of the population is
a refugee. His great love is basketball: his prodigious leap and lightning
speed
make
him
an
exceptional player. And it may also
bring him his big chance: he has
been noticed by a coach taking a
youth team to the United States. If
he gets through the tournament,
Samuel's life will change beyond
recognition. But it's the longest of
long shots. His talent is raw and uncoached. There are hundreds of better-known players ahead of him.
And he must leave his family behind, at least at the beginning. American success beckons, devastating news reaches Samuel from
home. Caught between his dream and the nightmare unfolding thousands of miles away, 'Sooley', as he's nicknamed by his classmates,
must make hard choices about his future. This quiet, dedicated boy
must do what no other player has achieved in the history of his chosen game: become a legend in twelve short months. Global bestseller John Grisham takes you to a different kind of court in this
gripping and incredibly moving novel that showcases his storytelling
powers in an entirely new light.
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Aiming High
Atsuo Inoue
There is no one in the world right
now who is in a better position to influence the next wave of technology
than Masayoshi Son. Not Jeff Bezos,
not Mark Zuckerberg, not Elon Musk.
They might have the money, but they
lack Masa's combination of ambition,
imagination, and nerve.
Masayoshi Son is the most powerful
person in Silicon Valley. As CEO and
founder of the Japanese investment
firm, SoftBank, 'Masa' has invested
in some of the most exciting and influential tech companies in recent
memory - Uber, WeWork, ByteDance, Slack, and many others. Prior to
that, he was known as one of the first investors in Alibaba and Yahoo!
He has an audacious vision for the future and one that is unmatched
in the tech industry. Aiming High provides insight into this charismatic
and visionary leader. Originally published in Japan, this book charts
Son's rise from a Korean immigrant who dropped out of high school to
becoming one of the wealthiest people in the world. With unprecedented access to Son, including exclusive interviews, this book creates
an authoritative account of how SoftBank and it's visionary and charismatic CEO is shaping the future of tech.
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